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INTRODUCTION

"Central business district" is the terra denoting the

commercial, office and governmental functions which tend to

group in the central portions of the city. The initials CBD

are used in an abreviated form to denote this area.

The CBD of cities is xdiere the city had its birth. It

may have started with a general store and expanded from this

Lnt a In ew and the CBD too'c on those other

functions. A problem facing cities today is one of revitali-

zing the CBD area because of the limited facilities of the

ostablisliments with new merchandise methods and the obsoles-

cences which have become apparent x/ith ago.

Ann Arbor, physically is divided into throe separate

commercial areas in the CBD. They are Main Street, tho oldest

area in years, and the State Street and South University shop-

ping areas developed because of the need provided by tho

University of Hchigan.

In December I960, the Ann Arbor City Planning Commission

and the Chamber of Commerce jointly approved the document

titled, "
locommendations for tho Development of a Master Plan

for tho Central Business District of Ann Arbor, Mlohi

The months immediately folio ..-Li wore devoted to the

raising of funds for financing the projected study, to staff and

consultant recruitment, as well as the preparation, review and

approval of the CBD Outline.

summer's end, the CBD Study program was fully operative.

The six wee'.cs prior to tho first major two day staff consultant



conference, held on October 16th. and 17th, , provided the oc-

ion for preliminary staff activity, consultant orientation,

and finalization of contractural relationships.

This two day conference was the first of many proposed to

:e place daring the remaining nine months of the CBD Study,

A number of >ses were achieved at the staff-consultant

eronce, with the folic being the more significant:

1, iirectly and intimately involved wero provided

' the opportunity to get acquainted, to take the measure

of the problems facing the study, and to experience

and review the critical aspects of the factors affect-

ing problem solution,

2, The consultants took advantage of the occasion to define

with precision the staff nments, and to outline

the material which will require assembly and preparation,

3» The staff and consultants were able, for the first time,

to discuss on a face-to-face basis, the realities con-

fronting the CBD, and to range in the broadest terras

over the variety of possible alternatives available to

e CBD, as it attempts to influence its futu ;rox/th,

6 and development,

1*. The first of a series of joint conferences was held

among the staff, the consultants, the Planning Commis-

sion and the CBD Master Plan Sub-Committe ••

The two major spheres of action and decision demanding

immediate attention were roughly as follows:

1. The assembly of data and information, their integration,

evaluation and analysis as necessary.



To define accurately the CBD problem areas.

b» To explore intelligently the achievable alterna-

tives available to the CBD (as against an infinite,

though unachievable number of theoretical

solutions )

;

c. To influence wisely in the first instance} and to

port in the final instance, the ultimate design

and am solution.

The refinement of concepts which are critical to t

development of the C Ian and program. In this con-

nection, it may be of value to recite a fet; of the

possible directions already discussed by staff and con-

sultants, as suggestive of the major importance of

this step,

a. Does the future of the CBD reside in a gigantic

expansion program challenging the outlying shop-

ping centers frontally and competing with them on

their terms?

b. Is it desirable, and possible, to move in the

direction of the consolidation or further separa-

tion between the State Street, which is contiguous

with the University of Michigan campus and Main

Street some four blocks east of State Street?

c. Does the strength of the CBD of the future depend

upon the transformation in the character of the

CBD to special )se uses, the reinforcement of

its "high quality functions", and/or its office,



professional service, variety, and traditional

activities?

This recitation, alt . oversimplified i relation to

ultimate conceptual treatment, is presented here to indicate

the prime dilemmas and challenges fac ;!ie study.

Th 1 to approach entire study on a regional,

metropolitan and City :n.de basis was ont. Thus, the rela-

tionship of Ann Arbor to Detroit, the current and future popula-

tion movements, concentrations and distribution id. thin tho entire

metropol- area, the location and impact of tho existing and

proposed I y and expressway system, the pattern of future

industrial land utilisation, and the future anticipated resi-

dential growth, all become important elements providing the

context for study and will influence, in varying but important

degrees, tho direction of final solutions. In addition, the

character and scale of outlyin center development

,

the probable distribution of the consumer dollar, and the in-

herent strengths of the C3fl itself are all necessary to complete

the picture.

Although there may be merit from a public point of view in

continuing to identify the study as a "C3D Study', the study,

if truly effective, must, in fact, be a "Central Area Study .

This is to suggest, that, in addition to the comprehensiveness

which results from the incorporation of tho role of State

Street, Main Street, and South University areas, major atten-

tion must also be paid to the function of related and inte-

grated activities (housing--new and existing, possible next



uses, conference and convention facilities, motels, etc.), the

Medical Center, and tho University of Michigan itself.

The distinctiveness ;reet an : bh University

araaa, tlic fpeeial quality of many of the shops in the Tain

_^eet Area—their variety, their interest, and their charm--

must, , j or retained, thoroughly in

;h the eacter of Ann Arbor, as a delightful, tree-

lined blend of the old and the net/, in sharp contrast to t

starcne. I sterility of the n evelopmenc .

These are the assets of the doxmtovm a :eas and ably

provide tho key to final eation.

ONE

OUND OF AN , ICHIGAN

Ann Arbor '; be termed a town that is typically - ir.iori can.

It has, perhr , olitan note provided by the University,

but its flavor, Its industry, community spirit, political out-

look, its link xrf.th the past, proclaim the city to be fundamen-

tally American.

, ttled before n became a state, Ann Arbor's

foundations were laid in the traditions of ancestry and pride

of family of its first inhabitant . It was distinctly colonial

in pattern. In the period after the War of lSir leady stream

of emigrants sot their faces toward the west. They came from

Virginia, from New England States, fro , lured by



richer soil and greater room for themselves and their ciiildren.

Their migration is a pageant that has been written into American

his to .

Those l ttled in Ann Arbor i;ore younj;, for the most

part men and women in their early twenti-: . >y brought with

olitical indepenC , religious thinking a and desire

for education that characterized their old Puritan trainii. .

The character of Ann determined to a ^roat extent by

conditions in fche states from which they came.

the settlement was scarcely ^icrc than a year old,

immigrants of another type rrivt»| oath Germans, who

sought in America a freer a tuo sphere than was possible in

Germany, following the wars of Napoleon, and the Irish, who

braved throe thousand miles of ocean to find homes in the new

rid where they could worship as they pleased. Chest

now arrivals speedily became an important factor in Ann Arbor

lif , ;d identified themselves wholly with their nex* has .

Tlie i of Ann Arbor, the State of Hlohlgan, and the

University concurrent. They had their beginnings at the

same time and under the same conditions. Fortunately for the

University, rbor lias not had a rapid industrial expansion;

the Univerait] jrtionately far more I the town.

Fortunately, too, for the town, the University unquestionably

had its influence on the I of industry brought to Ann

Arbor, an influence that has resulted in highly specialized

:>ducts, and employment of skilled workers that these products

demand. lit, in rbor has r iictive charm



that has made it one of the most attractive academic centers in

the country.

The first known white man to traverse this area was La3alle,

who, in 1680, followed the Huron River on his route from Lake

an to 1
''

td must have passed through the very site

of Ann , rbor. , the district lmt% retty much to

the Indians, except for occasional fur fcr rs until 1023, when

John Allen of Left hi a family and set out deliberately

b wilderness of the aid build the town of his

dreams. jn where the soil was rich, and where

cattle, grains and sheep could be raised, where timber, water

power, and materials fo. ; brick and mortar were abundant.

It is probable that he had some knowledge of the place toward

which he journr , ider tales of the xrest were familiar to

every lad on the eastern seaboard*

Joined by Slisha tfal'ccr .umsey and his wif •
, .nd

later by Daniel Cros , ed through iJotrolt, which was

then still a French fur trading post practically beyond the

confines of civilization; in all of Michigan Territory there

were at that time, but 00 . The party pushed on

alo of t: :on until, on Johv 17, 182**, they

reached the rolling hills in bend of tho riv?r, LI en

decided was the site for which he had soar:

The land lay in the valley of the swiftly iron, a

river so called from a tribe of Indians
,

genera-

tions, lived near its mouth. Surrounded by gently si

hills, the site :\old all the natural resource 1 new

community demanded! water pot/er, forests, gra. land, and,
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more important to theso pioneers, unlimited space for growl" .

Near at hand i:as a rollin dotted here and there

with wild Irees, burr-o , vines.

Here the Cliippei/as, Hurons, Pottax/atonies and Gjibways had lor:

held their tr , and councils of war and peace; and

here, aft or the advent of the irfiite man they continued to come

to be fed and to barter fur, cranberries, and wild honey for

cloth, r y and other material , thriving trade that con-

tinued for years. The Mil of the county itself, V/ashtenaw, is

j derived from a c .nd Chippewa word--'.Aiste-nong, or

Wiishte-nong, meaning the land beyond, the further country..

The Indians were uniformly friendly, even though the

settlers looked upon them with a certain decree of apprehension.

There were, indeed, other c'i. 3 that constantly threatened,

among them the wolves, which ran in great ; aaurauders

that disturbed the night with ho , and slaughtered the sheep

and the dec-. \* Vi ._ I •, wildcats, lynx, fox, beaver and an oc-

casional bear made fur trapping profitable; wild turkey, an

abundance of smaller b , and fish provided food for the

table

«

rowth of population occurred almost at once; it was

necessary that the hamlet be named. The Indians had called it

KAiif-IJIC.C-a003iI-NICK, but the name Ann Arbor was recorded in the

office of th ister of Deods in Detroi as early as ilay, 1G2**.

of the work of the tiny settlement was done out of door

the two Ann's, ~y Ann Aumsey and Ann Allen, had enlarged and

beautified a wild grape arbor near the bank of Allon's Creek



where they spent long afternoons sowing and washing. They

called this nook "Ann's Arbor" and it was not lon^ before the

whole settlement was so called, although the name was shortened

to Ann Arbor when the town was formally named. As far as can

be learned, it is the only town by this name in the world.

By 1825 there were nine log houses; by I833, 800 inhabitants.

From the beginning the town was planned for future growth.

Streets were mapped out; school, churcl and court house followed

the first few houses. At the corner of Main and Ann Streets the

first school was built in 1825 » a small hollow pile of logs,

with windows but eight inches squar . Teachers were paid about

$1.00 per week with board, and "boarding the- teacher" was ex-

ited of families that had children in school.

Th lis in this first school were all small children,

but in 1 school was opened for those who had advanced

beyond the first grade. Here Latin an •' Greek and higher branches

of an Snglish education wore taught: ambitious ourrioulum for a

.frontier town not yot six years old! When this schoo

given up in I832, with Ann Arbor not yet advanced to th nity

of a villr , demy was opened in the rude building th

housed the Presbyterian Chur; . The Academy was considered the

best of it d in the whole Territory, and attracted pupils

from all sections. Here were taught the ancient lr, 3s, and

higher mathematics. inning in 1829 ^hool : ;ared

in succession, correlal he population growtl , and t

University was soon to come.

Even before '

of justice

for the county. The first business of a strictly judicial
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nature vhl ^.rao before the first session of the court in 1827

was the trial of Erasmus Priest, indicted by an empaneled Grand

Jury for soiling liquor in less quantities than one quart with-

out a license* The natter was ttd to the jur
,

) It-

liberated for t™o hours and rendered a verdict of not

The defendant was discharged, 0th or for

irt w« ' r rn licenses, and a license to

Rever 3 to celebrate the rite of <ony,

held a! diately r the

first families arriv. . For a x/hile they v ', And

held when Lnister -?d tc . list

circuit ri '.rly regular visits to th nity«

j in , ef-

fec . Presbyterian in form and 3d in the

school house* It was not lon^ before the co: ; fcion out-

-nd a church building was erected in 18C .

the year l3*J-0 thore were five churches in Ann Arbor, in its

own c\ building * Presbyterian, ' odist, a tist, Lutheran,

and Cathol .

In the year 1329 the first newspaper in Ann Arbor made itw

was the WESTERN BE. T, which had the field

to itself until 13 36, when it ith t VTB JOURNAL,

and was finally succeeded by the A.IGUS, started in 1 -> . . :

ors in the German 1 re in existence lor some

years prior to 1395,

y the late .rbor -.:as
'

irivi:,

business center wast of 1 Lt« , uildin
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manufacturing plants, rjrew and expand- ilroacls connected

the area with the outside world ?-«•the first p train of

o Central cilroad had puffed into Ann Arbor ^tobor 1

39» ot travel, mail servic munication, were

--'
t its in r

,

cemeteries, bri ,
blic health became

matte I o consciousness and civic pric* .

CHAPTER TWO

BXAJ! OF CBD STUDII

A zny cities are now or hare been in the

study and implementation of their Centra. 'strict.

The complexity of the problem and the dissimilar situation of

these individual cities has reflected a number of different

solution . briefly listed are the objectives of other American

cities conduct! 3 studies in one manner or another*

amford, Connecticut

-nford's CBD study has many joints will be brou.

out later on as they were developed in t 7 #

nford*s objectives ftf I foil

1. Development Plan for Do -n.

2. ad improvements and ' bh an "inner ri
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3. Pedestrian Malls— otter accessibility to parking

provided by ti\o "inner ring" would allot; the clos'.

off of minor streets and make possible martial "raall"

treatments, which would free the shopper of concern

for vehicular traffic and provide a rest stop,

k. Multi-Family Housing—close proximity to the C3D.

Hie Planni ard is of the opinion that the CI3D of

Stamford should be treated as a ifhole planning unit and that

each segment has its proper relationship.

This is an undertaking that however complex, must be

recognised as only the initial step in the eventual revitali

tion and modernisation of the entire CBD.

Mu skegon , Michigan

Today

:

1. Existing downtown, since World War Two has seen over

four million dollars expended in property improvements

2. A one-street shopping center.

3» Western Ave, doubles as a pedestrian shopping street

and as important traffic thoroughfare,

Tomorro I

1, Vehicular traffic will arrive by the way of an Express-

-7»

2, New Parking Areas iirill provide convenient terminal

at the entrance to C3D,

3, Pedestrian streets or malls will develop to carry foot

traffic.
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k. New Business will develop to ta!ce advantago of these

now pedestrian patterns,

5. Automobiles will circulate around the CBD as a new

traffic loop.

Rome i New Yo

Pome, ;ew Yor'c, ; elation wise, is approximately the

size of Ann Arbor but different in accent.

The CBD Plan is a generalized guide to the growth of the

area.

Rnwa—ndatlana i

1. The concentration or retail and service activities

within a Commercial Core.

2. The elimination of industrial, mixed residential-

commercial, and residential uses from the Commercial

Core.

3. The renewal of the proposed residential sections as

previously outlined in the Neighborhood Analysis

roport.

Jf. The placement of future public buildings so as to

develop a well organized Civic Center.

5« Tho concentration of office uses on the proposed

Residential and Office Center.

6. The development of a circulation system which will

eliminato detrimental through-traffic from the central

ai »vide easy access to all points of the CBD.
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7. The development of adequate, com'eniont , and strategi-

cally located parking facilities -which can be shared

by the various land use groups f the C3D.

Circulation Plan :

Consists of the interrelated elements of the Traffic Plan,

the Parking Plan, and the Pedestrian Circulation Plan,

CSD By-pass and Interchange :

To eliminate unnecessary crosstown and out-of-town through

traffic. The by-pass xdLll contribute to the Commercial Core's

revitalisation. It ifill also enhance the commercial character

and atmosphere, also a 15-foot wide median strip recommended.

Traffic Circulation System :

Designed to encircle rather than bisect the Commercial

Core.

Parking Plan :

To provide enough for present and future needs.

Pedestrian Circulation Plan:

A need for safe and protected walkways in the Core. Provide

also for a relaxation atmosphere while shoppir .

San Jose, California

San Jose gave more thought to the utilisation of the CUD

for a longer period of time in their objectives and solutions

as follow*:

Downtown's growth potential will be realized only if two

conditions are met

:
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1, Improve downtown i: mediately.

Market growth in :any years will be the greatest?

2. A comprehensive plan is needed.

C2i: in all forms of urban life.

A transportation system is useless without proper

parking and freeway access.

What is the CBD going *o b©? Commercial only? Cultural?

, rcados and plaza3 and direct entrances to store

office buildings from in the center of superbloc .

Host s i will be kept open to givo the core a vital

sense of activity.

vdons apartments to restore the appeal of downtown livii .

Keep the core alive at night.

Today's congestion is caused primarily by through traffic—
Froetjay loop systems--solution.

Also eliminate curb parkin .

Install Cno-V,ray streets—systematically.

Transit

:

Subway.

She. ping—Office Center

Three Public Plazas- :ing distance to offices and shops.

Market Street Plaza

md bus terminal underneath.

Depp. it store on the west side of Plaza.

Commercial service establishments will be replaced by

retail stores, ac arty values rise.
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San Pedro Plr.

Center of an office ^roup. Connected by :iall.

Two levels of parking beneath the Pl«

San Antonio Plaaa

Gushing fountains as focal point.

Street lined x*ith hi^.h-fashion,

Women' rline ticket office, speciality she

and cafes.

Evanston, Illinois

Evanston, Illinois had a very simple explanation to their

CBD problems which amounted to a traffic and study.

Objective

1, Provide better more convenient access to th

2, Supply more parking space soared to meot parkins

demands

«

3, Improve traffic circulation of be .jtrians

and vehicle: .

.detract unnecessary traffic and the all-day

parker to st: d areas not used by traffic

circulation.

5, Provide good municipal service .

6*. New lightiii .

Tills ex. of a C3J) study ;implo solution with

a limited amount of study.
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Cincinnati, Ohio

Cincinnati expanded on tlxe traffic situation

with the addition of the follot;in actives and solutions:

Improve concontration and ace :.lity because the

locational advantages of the CBD district depend on

concontration of business activitie ccessibility

• to the entire Metropolitan Area,

2. Separate the different ft of transportation because

congestion is reduced wh«n conflicts are removed,,

3, Improve pedestrian movement in areas of greatest con.

centration because aut .le mobility decreases as

concentration increases, and the 1' re

effectively used for pedestrian:

.

Improve the attractions of the Central business

District, includi. , :sc the ability to

attract le to the Central Business District is an

important e ability to accomnoda ' an th

are there.

An expressway va Lit so that it vlll remove all traffic that

now must go through and across the business district roduci;.

the present traffic burden on the Central Business I.

stroe' .

A total of $7 *lkl million is to be used to create a shopping

center in the heart of the City, in which underground garage and

bus terminal, major department stores, hotols, teialty c

and office buildings would be connected by pedestrian pic.
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No suburban regional shopping; center built for that amount could

equal space in the downtown area, nor could a suburban

shopp 1 the advant at

no re people than co:.:c by car.

ll•-
, dryland

Baltimore tried to .-regressive and olaborate in its

objectives and solution lino:

ELET;

Adequat :e and dramatic ap ibiiity wi thou

t

'oral aid, creation of tunity foi invest-

ment, diversification of , croation

of incentives for rehahili icont ortios,

;ion of blighted, uneconomic, unstable and

socially undesirable land uscis, and contribution to

;er traffic, and transit problems,

(The thin here and decisions utile .1 to

bo m credit to their solution.

)

STUDI

Detailed stuc iff, MU

.en costs and relocatic ;.

.

PRINCIPLES

1. Open space.

The : of intensive mixture of n

Separation by a system of pedes fe] j.

4, Gro ; of major superb!

5. , underground (': J00 cars) and peripheral.
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FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF FUTURE C3D

Tho underlying conceptual frame*:-

ment o" iced ar b of future functions in

the CBD, Tills functional nodel of ire w

created fr nation of tlirec oral economic

analyses.

1, Economic potential of the function: from

regional and CBD forecasts, determination v/as made of

the potential for increased, stable, or declining

levels of activity, employment, and floor space in

each function, is finding was then modified by

further data froi subsequent studies.

2. Ideational analysis: basic efficiency

of a central location for carrying out each function

was analyzed, A determination was made of the pos-

sibilities for feasible use of high-value central

sites for each use. This study involved an intensive

examination of tho past and future dispersion—or

concentration—tendency of each activity.

3« Linkages and compatibility! inv on

of the positive or negative effects of a use on

adjacen' i.vities, and the extent to m 1-

ties are mutually supportive or linked.

The goal of the C3D program is to create the

Lest c *te economic value and return consistent

with important social value . Thi >uld co-

incide with the development of the highest aggregate
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property values and thereby the highest total

property-tax return to the city.

ount Clemen , xn

Plan for Doxmtown flederelopraen

1. licve congestion conflicts betwec

pedestrians and vehicles.

Per oot t

will intercept incomin lor streets and

direct fie to off-streets park-

ing lot . traffic will be routed

Lness distric .

:in^; 11 accommodate

.:o j o c t o :1 Bo HI t o oti demand

•

2* :*oost )lunto3 i orinj to 1 :appe*
:

Mil ir , jnience, and saf ol . >trian given

preference over the automobile; ;;edestr'

capi .

3« listoric -

'

j r_« Oponln vietrs and

pedestrian :.r. it landi or

Loasuro- . Iso for

**• fistabl inctional Eolation >vernment and

Commer c Great in ;ivic Center.

5» _' _l'-,', ..

Point ; Complete

recreation center clos
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Portland, aine

Four basic proposals, d©i to moot tho needs and

objectives t: up the rehensive Downtown Plan*

is an element of t .

1. Access-Expressway m to provide improved access to

the C13D.,

2. Circulation—To provide for the most efficient movement

oi j ;le and vehicle:

Ring Road--Encirclin2 the heart.

b. Penetra. 3--T0 provide access to parking

faolllt , lestrian p

I

id enable

all types of service veliicl >r and leave

th a of delay. fe;; exceptions

these villi be one-way in -tion and designed

to reduce traffic . Also widen Lng< ro-

i extensions of streets.

c. L ireas—Pro/ . : .. .

of seme streets.

d. .tes--ieroutinjs for buses as a vital

': of the fcot:-.l sci:

0n-3tre - to ranove on-s.-:

1 r

3* Wal .

lor fi jvement for pedestrian,

(Vtrker , '^ors) Halls and enades.

Jf. Par -An expansion of off-street , lots,

33, and underground.
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".-':,

C3D Reju

It ffic ity as a -;'
I

.
' moving internal vehicle circulation.

3. vehicular and. pedestrian trr.ffic.

*K Off-street .nco.

5« A c iil area and venienc .

6, Pro Lftlon for late transit routes,

7, Attractive and business at

8, Expressed open areas and landscapi: .

. Peter , rida

St, Pet; 'led, substitute

outline for a CBD study. It i;

Towar Antral Core*

*« ^se * For better organisation of 009H I,

residon iblic and semi-public activiti

Cne To relieve traffic tie • ,

stre bs-of-w

' _: J_£ sjstjraj : tod, limit is

highway to sorvi ) arc .

U-» Provid* and finance additional

"-str liti .

•,rial ,.

v:ai i Tor on-foot traffic in CBD*

6.



7» Paries and .onr.l Areas i novation and

organization of uses to realize t rocroa-

ti'

ivic borir '.ldin/js.

These c .11 be y. If all the

points stated in into . :dy it would

be{?in te .

It c i-ly found that thi Liar

in eacb city cited. The mor ear to bo

access to , ,
trafr Lch includes

divertin through traf , , ranee

and o
:

tion of id

pedestrian traffic.

These problems ar same that wore found in Ann Arbor.

The variations of other erlterd t

particular ci

Tti lific ' ' ..rs are made usually

by a covernmerifc .1 or

city plOJUlln Lon« In Ann Arbor's case the Oity Planni

Commission tore

finance a C3D stud; .

Any 2 \V stud. .lidity is tho r

objective, independent study ratlior than an illustrated

stereotyped soliti .
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AFTER THREE

: TO THE CITY

The t central busine ;trict is of

atcs ortanoe to the city. This tax base may range from

ten (10) to thirty-five (35) percent of the assessed valuation

of dty. The tity of th ' s usually contain I

functions of commerce, office, . ernraent and entertainment.

tion of the Prom suburban si

r . bers are also tax bear' i no known

case docs this tax become tcr In pro on than that of

the C3D ar .

Co Ltion from th centers in Ann Arbor is

thought of more as c amantary because of the difference

of variety of merchanc . They may only be lered a

Chamber of by pro;aoti.. ,

The importance of the commercial areas of cities is
far greater than the limited extent of such areas would

In cities and metropol the
central business district is by far the most concentrated
center of employment am r focus in the systems
of intra-city and inter-city transportation with which
other . of land u re closely r . :>st of the
central-place functions are localized in the central busi-
ness distric- . One grouu of function , - i retail, has
been in recent years increasingly decentralized because
of the availability of auto transportation and the
consequent decline of public mass transit. Nevertheless,
tli ;th o SMI C iifi-

itly reduced the role of central business districts in
most non-retail commercial func , -ind in so.io aspects
of retailing the older centers retain their dominance. x

1. Readings In Urban Geography, Sdited by arold . per
and Clyde F« Kohn, University of Chicago Press, 1959, . 393.
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ievival of the central business district is the immediate

problem facing most cities today. While the city has grown

these many years very little c las talcen place downtown,

•stitate methods or gimmicks have been used to help revitalize

reas but t of a n: loJU- fl<nrt_g pots

on meters, color nd th any subs ti tut

methods used by cities to persuade the e ?r to shop in the

central business area have beer . is no

more th solution than is a n fcr««t syst Ln this are .

The ar .3 laid uncared for too long to 'n^e that a mere

injection of a lot can brin~ it to ain.

^ster, Mew Yo , city of some 350 thousand people is

an illustrative case of what can be done by private investment

for helping to revit . In Member, 1959, the city

debt, exclusi >ol debt, about thirty-t llion

dollars ($33,000,000), From 1959-60 the city aided about

eleven million dollars to its debt ($11,000,000); in 1960-61 it

added about seventeen million dollars (:17, , ); and in

1-62 st to add another eleven million dollars

($11, , . It is sted that ace will lessen in the

next years with only about six million dollars ($6,000,000)

added to their debt, Ls entir -iod -959-1970,

about forty-six million dollars ($^6,000,000) of this debt has

been or will be paid. t result of these additions and deduc-

tions according to present estimates, will be an outstandi

debt of about thirty-one and a half million dollar 1,500,000)

or something more than a million and a half dollars below the

starting debt.
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The improvements iochoster has made are an inner and outer

loup for quick, easy, and safe access to and from the central

business district to the core area and to the subdivisions

whi :rround roject far out fr • cit .

Public :eon installed , n some

ca. to the department stor that a parser

need not step from his car to the t outside but 50 directly

to th it st r. The structure

\ces , ile t ound parking

lectin^ directly .rtment stores by

dilators and elevators, amount to another 3 #030 spaces.

area >ta ve been exec :id others

have been ted to enhance the core area around the CBD.

emtal , art of the civic con tor, is well

under the

mi. This is a project

which is unique in that it is a ren ot fully under-

taken thro lent without federal or local

financial . i full coo City

Administration and wit ho fr ^ester's ultimate

renewal plan, otor Gtruen and Associates are the architects

for the projeot*

Jidt laza covers an >f proxi ly ten acres.

It will include almost 1,000,000 square feet of r space,

190,000 square feet of office space, 600 hot. Its, * najor

public transportation terminal, and a oral al underground

par facility for some 2,000 c
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The arcades and mall enclosed by roofs and skylights,

heated in the winter and cooled in the summer. There are 3»~>00

feet of enclosed front:. volvinj more than 6*0 shops, os-

. rants, d rcial ar , a major st L a new depart-

ment sto. . -leve.. xiamra

feet,

central raall c , -nd

fou 1 crc in envir L o for this

.jter

;ivity generators ar Dffic L buildi ,

;t office, and a local and interurban t is

hoped thei: 1 add to the expected su. of this project.

le major movements include the rebuilding of

the fire stations, rebui-L rger trunk

./ers an; ^atment plant, the redevelopment

of two s. and the rede 1 enlarge-

ment of or supply system*

All of an influence on

privao ents. iotor

hotels have >uilt. Also there exists the lity .

other hotels bein^ developed in t ar futu, .

- ldard metropolitan area o eludes all

of iionroe County. Tlie Centre. istrict accounts for

65-70 percent of t oneral merchandise volume done by all

stores in the metropolitan arc.

.

/olume potential of approximately -»17 »500 ,000 of now

business will be available to specialty shops in the Central
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Business District by 19&5 if ohysical capacities and attractions

arc sufficiently improved in the meantime.

This illustration of t T ent of the C^D area of

Rochester, New York, is one exan f what can bo done. Ann

Arbor is still in the study stage but "e have been

interested entreorenour ready to ':heir

revised CBD area.

Other i\merican Iqs of CBD activity are these in

Pittsburgh 1 Pennsylvania, and Fort orth, T Virtual'

every metropolitan area in the country is in some sta^e of

development downtown or -*, ' La locally

The important tion is how they arc rroins about

solving th articular problems. Is it a conscious, coor-

dinated atter.pt or a superficial substitut I to sooth

the merchants and a whole? Can every c* .vo its

D area?

rtant characteristics of U city tend to be

that it t of cit}' an mty and/or state

.ernraent and that -;ovornnont and co roo dominate the city

iraa

Central business district pro 1

. t through

coordinated, coraprehensiv uinlng, not only of t'^is small

area, but of tho city, county s oven of the str.te, a

solution or a flexible n be 1 continue

to mace th irvive and in turn aid the total city in its

jpor dev jent.
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A prime objective of a city planning department in this

comprehensive planning must be to make the CIO sore efficient

as a place to move about and to do business. Consider how easy

it is to move about the stores in many outlying shipping centers.

This is not to say that the CBD should copy from such shopping

centers but merely to give an analogy. After all "the shopping

center'' is the CBD area because it was the first commercial

area of any city.

Secondly, the CBD must be made more attractive by a

conscious design of all the elements in the area, both inside

and outside of the establishments. A mall, with trees and

flox/ers is a conscious design solution, but it is only a be-

ginnii: . Shops must be spacious, well-lighted, air-conditioned,

with service in its true sense of the word. The design phase is

a tremendously important part of the proper development and

success of the CBD. But, beyond design, goods must be diversi-

fied and competitively priced and the merchandise displays and

the merchandise itself must be carefully chosen and assembled.

Thus, solutions must involve full cooperation of architects,

planners, merchants and others involved.

A third objective would be to promote more activity within

the area. A carnival, often tried by shopping centers, is not

a real answer for activity. Other more fundamental functions,

such as office buildings, motels with convention or conference

centers, and a civic center or cultural center are the kinds of

non-retail activities which best bring people to this area.
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Fourthly, there is a need to encourage net/ investment in

the CBD area. To begin with you must discover your assets, the

liabilities and the functions of the area. After consider!;

the needs of the entire metropolitan area which is to be ser-

viced, it is time to establish the goals, the functions or

concoct to be accommodated in the revitalized study area. This

then puts leaders of the area in a position to make specific

proposals for the development of a comprehensive :>lan and a

suggested means for implementation.

CHAPTER FC

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The center of the city was the function of living:

recreation and worship took place as well as the economic func-

tions of trade and manufacturing in the development of cities.

As the towns grew some functions may have displaced others but

at no time did the total economics of the Central Business

District leave to move into another area of the city.

The Economic functions have predominated and continue to

dominate such areas. Today the trend of emphasis is away from

the economic functions of manufacturing and, to a degree, re-

tailing, and toward the economic activity of management and

finance.

In making an economic study the following outline may show

more illustratively the amount of work which is involved.
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I. Kind of study required,

A, deals involved.

Existing conditions.

1. Defining the limits of the C3D area.

2. Physical characteristics.

a. Land use.

b. ral conditions

c. Circulation, vehicular and pedestrian.

Parki i

3. Specific economic characteristics.

a. Sales volume.

b. Retail market value.

c. Land values.

C. Projections (design year).

1. Present function.

2. Future function.

3* Space needs.

k* Design arrangements of space.

D. Comprehensive Plan.

1. Concept of design.

2. Implementation.

The re oonsibility for the study is governmental, private,

and public-private.

Downtown shopping centers are clearly destined to
become dominant factors in downtown's revitaliaation. . .

Our aim here is to point out some of the difficulties
they've run into.

The first downtown shopping center has 25 diversified
stores plus office space, bowling alleys, restaurants and
even a drive-in movie. Its major problem is lack of the
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..inned :cystone department store . If such a unit can bo
brought in it would boom th.^ 3 cantor and its downtown. A
difficulty in this center is its essentially strip layout
forced by an awkward site* Almost all stores front one
street. Two cro reets cut slash through the center.
The strip parallels the established main street for about
half its length* Air Lt has added impetus to a
moral movement of business and property values westward.

The center is out of scale , too large for easily
assimilated into the rest of downtown but, of course, too
small to wipe out the older section of downtown. Lack of
cohesive promotion and a badly dissipated store by store
opening spoiled tb or of the center's oponin . Parking
is concentrated in a single two level ramp structure which
is poorly laid out. Access to and parking within the ramp
are arduous. The lumping of parrin means that spaces are
concentrated near a few stores rather than spread amo;
them all.

The second downtoim shopping center has **0 stores with
an impressive department store as anchor. A key difficulty
is that this center was sited just a trifle off from the
shopping core of downtown--but still well within the CBD.
Foot traffic can 1

t easily shop the old main street and the
new center. .)js service is x\reak to the center. The new
complex was erected in a sort of grey area. So--new and
shiny--it sits amid unsightly neighbors. A supermarket in
the center was badly located. It is blocked off from the
o itores. Its traffic magnetism then does not rub off
on the rest of the center. The center has been aggressive
in BO itself the hub for community affairs . But this,
at least to a degree, fights downtown. After about a year
this center is doing well. The operator and tenants are
confident. 1

A problem which arises from a CBD study is how much the

existing establishments can do. It is like the controversy of

the chicken and the . One has to find out the potential de-

mand, assuming that the space will be available in a high qual-

ity atmosphere, and good environment with a substantial town

around it. From this you can come up with some figures,

next problem or step is to try to indicate the extent to which

the existing CBD establishments can do the job, hot* they can

1. Doxmtown Idea Exchange, Vol. 3, No. 20, October 15

t

1961.
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increase their sales, and how they can ta T;e on additional space.

This is a living central business area in discussion, containing

reat variety of uajor firms now in operation, many of which

are up against a very tough situation. Some are desperate and

ready to close business because of some adverse trend. The

question is to what extent can they be rehabilitated and made to

function in a revitalized downtown.

Some price tags, next, must be made to estimate the tax

value of the new privai. rovements that would come into the

Cf3D to meet the demand, to try and foresee the impact of CBD

m the tax payers, and also to estimate the public costs of

improvement s

•

Some type of realistic assessment of the feasibility of

specific projects should be developed. The costs to buy land

for specific downtown purposes, to clear it, to make it avail-

able for private development are some questions which must be

asked before implementation can take place.

From the viewpoint of economics downtown, it ought to be

kept in mind that it is a unique place. It is unique in its

land use pattern, variety of economic interrelationships, and

activities that can not be duplicated anywhere else in the

metropolitan area. In retailing, one can provide a depth and

variety of merchandise that is not economically feasible to

provide outside this area* A great many customers are needed

to support the depth and variety that makes the CBD an attrac-

tive shopping district and it is generally the only place

where enough shoppers can come together to conduct necessary
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business and icir com ote 3hoppi The j.efcropolitan

area that cloos not well function!: J is probably a

sick metropolitan ar . In this particular day with the mobile

nature of population, and business and industry boinj what it

is, the chances are that a metropolitan area with a side down-

town is likely to 1 out on now types of enterprises which

are normally orie:

There is a decided decentralization t place in

certain activi. . ose may be legitimate or inevitable

decentralization. Downtown is becoming more and more special-

ized to carry on those activities xvhich only it can do or which

it can do best. It is getting away from many of the convenience-

type functions. In retailing, foods and drugs and other con-

venience goods shops are sotting up closer to the locations

vjherc ita are. This is a legitimate typo of decentrali-

zatio .

A sti ; of the market for specialized downtown

activities such as department stores is t; place. Assuming

for a it, that the C3J3 problems can bo solved so that the

downtown specialized operations can do their job, there is still

likely to come a time when the major portion of all the new

mercial space is located outside the . If you skim

off only one-fourth of all this additional net that comes into

rowing metropolitan area and proporly place it downtown you

would still have all the ingredients needed for a ote C3D

revitalization. is a matter of fact the CBD*s could not absorb

any more of an economic triumph.
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Hie econo , basically, 3 downtown as physically

obsolete, Downtown was built yesterday for yesterday and not

today for today or tomorrow. A substantial amount of physical

change must be made if the 03D is to satisfactorily perforu its

traditional functions and perhaps somo of the new functions it

will take on. The problems involved include acquiring new in-

vestments and demolishing some present investment; it moans

major projects, large capital outlays with public and private

cooperation played in unison. This does not mean the bulldozer

iroac . ory CQC . definite architecture .ractor

which should perk- m preserved at least in part. This

involv oro of the desi ect than the economic aspect,

;:i the economist loo the CBD, he sees it as a hi

cost area. Any new type of commercial development downtown

to be fairly massive in order to absorb tho high cost of land.

This is a major lem. In addition to the high cost of land

there is tho difficulty of land assembly for expansion of

existing activities or the construction of new buildings. De-

sirable s isually very tight—high cost tight space.

That is the harsh fact*

The economist also sees today's CBU as a tremendously

inofficient place because of deterioration and obsolescences of

the structure . This is an area inhere one finds great numbers

of square feet and large amounts of vacant establishment space.

These buildings Iiave been amortized many time . They are tax-

payers, they are rent returners as far as the ground floor is

concerned, but inefficiency is characteristic of the OBO. Many



of those bull Tialf occupied. No matter 2 tod

downtown 1 , I thin Looks tlioro

are liter ores of CBD land -which arc not usod. It is

;ant, it 1 the backyard, it I y not utilized at

all. Thl rith the modem oonter where

virtually every square foot is utilised.

From the viewpoint of the economist, the C 1 notwith-

standin laoe of treraencl otontial. For t rt it

is an unt 1 pot 1. Investments are r.iade in outlying

areas. In some cases, because it r place for them

to go; in other cases, it was because they could not be made

dotmt . The downt • .d too many barriers for now investment.

Over- a -period of time r. mother element of r >rt for t

downtown is the movement of housing back into the CBD area.

Incrc imbers of ire demanding closo-in residential

accommodations, notably families without children, older people,

and you rried couples. There is and trill bo a demand for

apartments which are close-in.

The economic study must take into account some basic

changes that are taking place in economic development itself.

Significant changes have and are t lace in manufacturin ,

in office operations, in retailing, and in morchandisin .

Things are happening internally in these major segments of our

economy which are drastically changing the roles of the

The typical manufacturing plant today demands o fclying site ,

one story buildings for efficient operation, plenty of parking

oe, and accessibility to circulation patter: . The

same trend can be seen in office space. There is a need and



demand for high-priced space, air-conditioned space uith all of

the anenit . The possibilities of providin ind of oe

that is now demanded must be taken into account and the fee.si

bility of providing that space downtot-m at a reasonable rate

needs to

A major cha; :aco in the field of merchandisin .

Convenience-type stores are moving closer to the markets. Yes-

terday the size of a drug store ',000-10,000 square feet;

today 1 , 00-18,000 square feet is the start! int. Super-

markets used to be 12,000 square feet but now are more than

20,000 square feet. This >lies to most commercial

establishments.

re and more the internal cor Ion of the stor< , ^.rti-

cularly the suburban sheppln iter stores, are t on

similar characteristic . The merchandise displayed in a food

store, a drug store or a five and ten cent store are so similar

you may have to as!: a clerk to bo certain of what typo of store

you are in. The food chains are moving across to non-food

lines and do o on a large scale. Some 20 percent of the

sales of many of the major chains are non-food items. Dr

stores are selling foods, t |, xrels, appliances, and they

o also r '.rant 1
. stores and junior department

stores are carrying drugs and food. The effect is a trend back

to the general store concept*

These new general stores that are goi iborbfl

are having a major impact on the shopping patterns of the

country; they are having a real nibbling effect on the downtown
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The doT/ntoxtt rfc stores arc not , affected

by outlying co ion from other department

stores ; of stores that are nickoli

and dimt to deal . lore and more people are able to get

more and nhiob they used to buy in the department

store from the dime store, the dn tore and the food store.

Studies have slunm that the average shopocr in the shopping

conter is to one and possibly two store; . no longer

:s to five or six as true in the ori center.

Today she ;;oes into a 30,000 3quare foot supermarket and buys

a to fifteen different it :hat used to require st kg at

three or four stores. If, Me dri\-ing ho , she remembers she

misse enty of stores on the highway

at which she can sto .

The n re havin ajor .>n outlying

she enter . These in turn, have an effect on the

Shopping centers built within the last two or three years are

now almost obsolete in many highly competitive area:. They were

X)robab!3>- obso the day they wore built. In the next three

or four yc sizeable number of medium-sized slio :;ing centers

may fail for this reason. ey have reached such a size now

that you are required to v i,200 feet along a mall in the

hot sun, fight your way through thousands of cars to try to find

your car in the ">t. You may be in one store and wish

to go to another one whic" some 25 stores aw. . :en just

simply will not walk this distance. This means that the impulse

stores in between may suffer. Vacancies are being created in

sho , centers when the small store just cannot make a go of



it. Tk /e a £,reat deal of traffic but the

other stores may have no one wi :y their door .

The trend :11 undei r units, all

under one re: . llii a ceo aalysis in the Sho

ping center field rough today because tee cannot think in t

of stores any . ay we have to think about hoi/ much will

bo spent for different ':inds of ite;

,
If

where exactly the same prebli . A key to downtown as

a retail location ccialization in depth and in variety.

Iced items of were

is one answer* The reason such merchandi in be offered

downtown 1 a market potential. The branc m%

store- £h -variety but tlv. t carry

of th© downtown store. A branch depc rtment store

may have 20,000 to 30,000 square feet while the downtown do-

partment store is some 200,000 square feet. In some cases tho

department store owner is likoly to believe ho is down grading

his name bec .1 branch store cannot handle the equal volume

of Ills downtoxvn stor . >eliev© it is better to have a

branch sto: defensive BOYe a^ainta ores.

say they definitely will no centers, they

will concentrate on doin^ a better job downto

. . . Today chain stores and financial institution ,

in makir imitments for lonr leases or morgage loans,
place confidence upon markot surveys made by qualified
analysts.

While the methods of market surveys used at the outset
by lc lalysts instances proved to
be sound and to yield accurate results, marked changes
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have occurred in the overall environment in x*iich these
survey- /ere made in a number of vitally important elements.

. . o .rket analysis must more than ever take
into :it the effect of the sales of the existing new
centers upon any proposed development. A larger proportion
of BU jurvoy3 now xri.ll jive negative reports and advise
the developer either not to construct any center at all
or el so to redu IS size*

Changes have boon made in the Is of .andi
handled hy different types of stores. Variety stores are

ally expandiu ir l.i jlude clothit;
drug stores have become almost junior department stores in

stances. its are even adding cloth
on a self service basis. Consequently, in estimating sales
by type ®f st^ :., in
the lines of merchandise carried.

Frequently the developer of the proposed shopping
center already c anal-
ysis to determine what kind of center, if any, can be
built. r eases, a di , b store r or a d

veloper as.'-s the market analyst to examine all possible
location to re(
most suitable for the proposed center from the standpoint
of populat, oi 0, .

accc of the
land.

The first promoters of centers sought vacant land
close to do , e of de..

settled areas because store owners xfould not sign leases
racant tracts farther »nt« er, the full

logistics of the automobile age are realized. The express
. :Ild Olti . , . . |

unity eenter of 3 , , set
of store area, with a junior department store and variety
st units » ei bo b of 1

requires for its support alation of 80,000 to 100,000,
, mtion is needed in rec- centers of t

type if a large regional center is planned or in operation
in . Ltj , Tor tl it store or the
few apparel stores would often suffer in competition with
a cents* »re a 'eater
number and variety of apparel stores. These community
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centers however, mAy be built in areas not large enough
to support a regional center or in heavily populated areas
where there is no regional center, • • .

l;er a preliminary decision as to the type of shopping
center, the next step in the market analysis is determina-
tion of the size of the trade ar« . The extent of the
trade area depends of course upon the type of center pro-
posed. A rogio,. a la.. it store
will draxv* customers fro area that is bounded by a
point equally distant in trawl time from another regional
center of the same size. There is no exact number of
miles or travel ti io :. . . . .

The type of center rted will be
automatically determined at the outset if the land area
is limited, it would be impossible to construct a
regional center on 10 or 15 acres with the huge parkil
areas r: d for today'
If there is another regional center a short distance away,
it would not of courso be :ible to determine the size
or type of center until after a market survey is completed.

Having determined the extent of the trade area, the
next st Ls to calc;. >er of households in
each community of the trade area as of the date of the
survc, . . . .

isequently it I uhor .is
to determine the current number of households. The folloi*-

ods or a combination of them may be employ

1. The number of dwelling units built as shown by
permits can be added to the number of occupied dwelling
uni town in the U. . <, . . (13

The utility companies- , , r water--
will often furnish counts of residential electric, gas
or water netcrs by , which is equivalent to I

number of households.

3. A count of houses in suburban areas can be made
froa; current air photo to«

Th • • Census has ma acial censuses
many rapidly growing communiti .

5. Leading market analysts have tabulated data on the
number it of oliton areas of
the United States from the above sources and have such

lord* in i files.
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The next vitally important steo is to ascertain
average family income in each segment or community of the
trade area as of the date of the survey. This can be done
by the following metho?

1. The use of the average home value or monthly
rental as a basis of estimating income. This may be ob-
tained by consulting real estate firms, or by making in-
quiries as to sales prices of tynical houses in different
MP | I . . . .

2. a.iple surveys, in which average incomes are
obtained, by personal interview.

Families spend a certain proportion of their income
in each type of retail store, which is usually a uniform
percentage for fashion goods for families in all income
ranges. The sales of the retail stores in any area are of
course not equivalent to retail purchases of the residents
of the area, because some families in the area buy else-
where, and some areas have regional sho -nters which
attract customers from a wide area. . . ..

The vital question now is—what percentage of these
total purchases will be attracted to the given center?

It is of utriost importance to know, if possible, what
major rtment store is going into the center.
Marshall (ield, J, L. Hudson, "v, Jordan Marsh, Sears
koebuc :, mtgomery (tfard or other well known department
store will manifestly draw more customers from the imme-
diate area and more from a greater distance than a lesser
known store. Also the composition of the center is of
great importance. A regional center with 12 to 15 women's
and men's clothing stores xd.ll attract more than a center
with only two or three such stores. A regional center

two major department stores and an array of natio?
chain and local stores will draw a higher percentage of
the total than a center with only one major store competing
with another center also with one major store a few miles
away,

ocess via belt highways and expressways with
local feeder roads, extends the trade area.

Distance fto a competin center of the same type is
an important factor in estimating the percentage of total
purchases a given center will attract. It is assumed that
a regional center will attract heavily from its immediate
surroundings and from other areas easily accessible which
have no shopping facilities, but very little from the
neighborhood of another center with a similar group of
tor
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The percentage to be attracted will thus decline with
travel time distance from the center and with the proximity
of a competing center. The percentage will drop in low
income areas if the center is designed to serve middle or

Hi

A r< tonal center however, can expect
to draw from the trade area that has no comparable shopping
faciliti >1q free ,

"' -)ss of t

existence of old style shopping districts with inadequate
facilities.

It i e to calculate the vol ;w

center only on the basis of expected increased sales
jjg fr< cxpec'- of elation.

stores must do business the day they open their doors and
they must secure . . i re at
tlie time* Shoppers are not chained to old shopping loca-
tions; they will coug to - i bo .

conveniently, has ample free parking and a x/ell diversified
selection of merchandise. • . .

The sales volume for each i. :>T store erived by
taking the estimated percentage of total purchases for

o of store for :em together*
The total estimated sales of the center are thus

. . . .

• • « The depax >y

70 percent or more of the total building area in a regional
shop 3 en to. .

Lac
stores, as families buy food at a different time than they

, s delic-
to department stores are objectionable to the customers of
the ...... ;;ly he ,

have boon benefited by the opening of discount houses
ad^ol e;n.

Over tl tren< ;
r e been decidedly

against r. On ' hole the C a are

hurting be . en expect th< retailer to improve

1. er
Hoyt, Urban Land Institute, tnicMtl uliotin 33, September,
19^ .



his store* add air-conditioning and make the many changes that

are necessary to help him increase his volume of sales? Down-

town retailers cannot be expected to make such improvements

unless they do it as a part of a concerted effort on the part of

a number of retailers bc_ of the tremendous costs involved*

A conscious COD study is a key to any economic reversal for

this area and the city.

The economic st le any kind of successful

physical plan* It should produce some fairly firm square foot-

age figures as to the total amount of space that would be r,-

quired for types of establishments doi»ntown, if it were made

available under optimum conditio.. . This information is needed

by the physical design-planner so he Isiows hot* much space and

what kind of is needed*

o economic study will also indicate some of the move-

ments that will have to be made, together with estimates of

additional space needed downtown, and how that space is used

in terms of circulation, traffic and parking* The economist

and designer have to work together at this point*

The economic study is basic to almost any specific projects

that may be developed in the . Unless downtown efforts re-

sult in specific projects of improvement nothing will really

have been accomplished. . ce lifting and minor improvements

will nob produce an economically sound base where it was absent*

Unless there are some active projects to remove existing blighted

areas and put in new magnets to pull people downtown and su. lo-

ment what already is there, the CQD has little prospect of
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competing: with expanding outlying areas. The economic study

helps establish the specific complement of economic activities

that can profitably 30 into any particular project.

The economic study is basic to any kind of ramming for

movement downtown as cited by :. oyt. To ^et down specifi-

cally to the proper coverage of an economic study, it must be

based 1 a metropolitan economy. It gets directly into the

kind of ooonOB? to be anticipated ten years from now. On©

technique involves projecting employment from an analysis of

the local industrial complex. From basic employment trends the

lotion foroca , id other data can be de-

rived. Then the economic study pinpoints the tyjes of land

use c » which are to be exoected if trends continue.

A detailed downtown space use inventory is an essential

element of the economic study. It is important to out

exactly what is coin j and r< .

What arc the square foo 1 in these c: rioo? 3r

square foot are different for all the various typoa of raer-

undioOi 1st be determined.

It is necessary to project space demands to got down to

real pay dirt of tlio economic study, Vhat ortion of

the total space demand can effectively be attr I to t

downtown section, and- why 7 Again tliis means loo ch

e of space downtown and at the trends that are taking place

in these types of space uses. This involves value judgment,

and educated guesses, but it is still better than any formula

that has ever been use . example, .\e we have 100,000

square feet of vacant office space, Because we have this
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vacancy can we expect that additional noeded square feet will

be absorbed in existing space? On a mathematical basis we can

say, yes. We have 100,000 square feet of vacant space and we

are going to need 100,000 square feet of additional space. It

is not goin^ to work that way because existing vacancies are

likely to be in walk-up buildings which are obsolescent or

without air-conditioning. It becomes a judgment on how much

existing space can be used, unless data is also available on

conversion potentials.

After we have come up with these value judgments we must

work along with the designer to finalize, as much as possible,

the comprehensive plan for the study. Some price tags are

laced on these projected doimtown improvements. A tag must

be put on the amount of investment which seems realistic, then

a tag on the return the- private investor can expect. Is the

result then feasible or not?

"Economics of interaction" means that in any kind of a

downtown program private investments and public investments

must support each other. Public improvements should be handled

in the beginning, as far as streets, utilities, and parking are

concerned, to support the private investments and make them

work.

Hie public building is one of the greatest tools for

effecting downtown improvements, for bringing new private in-

vestment into the CBD. Cities have been duped into the idea

that a public building can bo put someplace out in the suburbs

because of free land or lots of parking space. By putting a



public building in the CBD it can stimulate and support other

downtotm improvements.

These investments in public buildings in connection

\*ith dotvntown redevelopment can be an important factor. An

example is the now Pittsburgh stadium. It cost $10,000,000

dollars moro to build it in the CBD but it is believed that the

$10,000,000 will be returned in improvements of property values

in the immediate area and in new investments that are going to

come into the area. The traffic will be handled so much better

by a grid system and the expressway than the now grid-radial

system. The slums will be cleared in this area to make room

for related activities. The initial cost is more but it is a

shot-in-the-arm for the CBD.

Large projects breed other activity. There is a need for

the big project so that a real impact will occur on its sur-

rounding are .

Another element involved here is "economics of marginal

effectiveness". If a massive impact on the downtown is not

made we may as vrell forgot about any significant improvement

program. A new department store, in order to work, must be

large enough to carry the depth and variety that pulls people

into it. If the size of the required department store is cut

in half the business is cut not in half but more likely to

one-fourth of its earlier potential.

A third basic economic factor is the "economics of

aesthetics". It is aesthetic design that is going to give the

CBD must of its value. When we talk CBD versus sho centers
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it means contrasting the C30's obsolescent physical plant with

the exciting, attractive, efficient, appealing, brand new

facility of the shopping centers.

The central business district in its rebuilding program

has to civ"© thought to an aesthetically pleasing at 'lerc.

It has to eventuate into sorao project, into a series of inter-

related exciting activities*

CHAPTER FIVE

DESIGN ANALYSIS

When Rockefeller Center was conceived it was probably

thought by many that someone must be mad to waste all that

valuable land by putting in a mall with flowers, a skating rink

with flags and all the things that make the Center a thing of

beauty. Needless to say, Rockefeller Center has been a suc-

cess, it has a focal point, it has beauty. The ice skati

rink does not pay for itself but the fringe benefits acquired

from it more than compensate for this loss. What would it be

without the skating rink?

The design-planner must work along with the economist so

that it does not become an impossible task of one man to attempt

to design when all or most all of the decisions that have been

made are based on economics. oject as complicated as a Ci3D

needs the cooperation and integration of the minds of many

specialists* It must be remembered that the end product is
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sales and a physical design scheme should be given the

consideration to complement this factor.

From the beginning of his studies, the design-planner

must be aware of the history of the city. He must acquaint

himself with the total environment and mood of the city,

must recognise local values—what local people consider as im-

portant. He must consider the historical aspects of the city.

Perhaps some old houses should b<- ^reserved, maybe not in the

original setting if S conflict might result but nonetheless

preserved in an appropria rt of the overall design scheme

and to fit in a particular niche.

Those that advocate bigger and better downtowns say that

a return to the center city for living accommodations is

necessary.

Downtown advocates sc. :

Today it : e "fashion" to say that population is
deserting the central city and heading for the green hills
of suburbia, ,'c challenge the long term correctness of
that view. We even think that downtown population will
grow substantially I

•

First, there is, a greater rate of growth in the
suburbs right now . No question about it, 8ut we are not
concerned with groat rates of growth figured from small
population bases \tfhich exaggerate the figures grotesquely.
We are concerned with health growth of solid population
boon in suburbsville. It means less than we all may think.

Second, though there is a trend of population out
from the central core of the few greatest cities there is
no guarantee that it will continue. So far it is a short
range trend and these fast flips are notoriously unstable.
They can turn about quickly. Then there is no irrefutable
evidence that these trends will spread to smaller cities
down the line.
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Othor faotors destroying the charms of the suburbs
are the lack of adequate services (schools, water, etc. ),
the destruction of the beauty of nature and its replace-
ment by monotonous sprawl. &3 the suburbs continue to move
out, the driving time increases to central city employment.
The "friction" of long travel increases in dollar and irri-

.on terms. Add to that the fact that already bole
iored bus and rail commuter services will find it even

more difficult to service not;, distant, low density resi-
dential areas. And so it goes.

What is the answer? We think cold economics as well
the desire for better living will force a large portion

of the future population growth to live downtown and near
downtown. There will be no alternative. The immediate
job for downtown is to prepare now the housing, commercial
facilities and amenities of life to serve the downto
population boom xrfiich is coming fast. This will be the
challenge of urban revitalization*^-

New good housing is needed in doifntown Ann Arbor to provide

for the shift back to the center city. When cities began they

began with housing and the other activities came as a matter of

course. "any CBD's today suffer because there are no high in-

come people living downtown. In this particular case it is

housing foi aged that is so necessary rather than high in-

come families. The senior citizens would like the convenience

of easy access to the Central Business District and the Univer-

sity. Town houses for faculty of the University of Michigan,

alur.wi housing and coop .ve student housing could enhance

and benefit the CBD.

Many of the people in the high income group have left the

downtown area for the most part to become a part of the suburban

areas. It aay be more disturbing because of the trend of

Downtown Idea Exchange Editorial. "The Downtown
Population Ooom". Downtoxm Idea Exchange, Vol. 8, No. 2, Jan-
uary 15, 1961.
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middle-income families moving to the outlying areas, Downtoxm

living is become the exclusive province of the lower or lowest

socio-ec 3.

As the high income families 1 lownt, t can affect

the retailers because I JLgh spending j.tot migrates to the

suburbs and may shop in the suburban she centers. Volume

and I: luxury sales are lost. Property osiers lose

as business volume drops. The revenues from leases decre

Blight may set in and cause further property value decline.

Bankers lose as deposits decline, as the overall business

activity declines and as investments depreciate, t employers

have a more difficult time attracting executive and clerical

workers. Professionals, such as doctors and lawye , ~oso as

their clientele move to the suburbs thereby causin y of

the professionals to follow suit. Even realtors lose as they

must buy, sell, rent and manage less desirable properti .

The city suffers from loss of tax revenues while costs of fire

and police protection and maintenance remain high or increase

because of the new subdivisions. Public •* t may lose when

its routes no longer pick up suburbanites or do- so only by

longer, loss profitable routin s. Everybody loses either di-

rectly or indirectly as the quality of the CBD deteriorate .

Despite such trends there seems to be a desire to move

back to the center city where one can and be in

the center of all the activities offered by a revitalized CJD,

To what extent . is a significant cha what extent

it is wishful thinking on the part of downtown investors is

probl emat i cal

,
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An honost criticism can be made of many downtown
thinkers. The criticism is that they are myotic—near-

litod—and do not see beyond the boundaries of the
immediate core of downtown.

For many reasons that is a mista . One of the most
important reasons why it's an error is because it is just
a few minutes walking or driving time beyond the city's

core that a gr lent of tL ulation
dwells*

From purely commercial criteria this is most signifi-
cant* The ,le living closest to downtown are I

best prospects for downtown, as Rellly's famous law on
retail gravitation shows. On non-commercial grounds we
must recognize that for these close-in residential areas
downtown tends to provide the vast bulk of social and
cultural services.

It is wisdom on the part of downtowners to be vitally
interested in the residential neighborhoods near downto
Their rehabilitation or redevelopment is closely tied in
with downtown's future.

This points the way to a major opportunity to
stabilize downtown neighborhoods, hold and increase popu-
lation living close to downtown* Techniques of conserva-
tion as well as of demolition have a great deal to offer. 1

The suburbs, in many cases, do not offer what their

occupants expected they would. The houses are jerrybuilt,

roads are poor, shopping centers overcrowded, schools jammed

and people are getting tired of the steady diet of do-it-yourself

weekends.

Many suburbanites, especially those who originally came

,from an urban environment, might be enticed to live downtown

once again if they %*ere given half a chance. Plans, rams,

1. Downtown Idea Exchange Editorial, "Mid City Fiyopia"
Downtown Idea Exchange, Vol. , . , ,

:.'...
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and studies to ..sake the C3D and its adjacent territory an

attractive living environment should be given tc lority for

i reorganization.

This is not to say that r.iany of the hi

might return to tie central city would completely abandon the

amenties of the suburbs. A new "status symbol" is the town

house ap.. it. This :o residence that is used for week-

day living, for entertainment of business associates ither

uses more computable to a town house residence than t

"country estate." Such combined city and country living is

appealing to many people though it would be a mistake to assume

that the numbers of such persons are proportionately 1;

In New York City nov, there are thousands '.dence

owners who reverse the traffic trend. On Friday afternoon,

when so many are streaming out of New York C:l I horrible

rfic jams, such people can saunter into New York City and

listen to traffic tie-uj> reports on the radio or sit in their

uptown apartment sipping cocktails and planning the week-end in

the big city. This is another version of the two-rosiden

ip.

In planning for the rejuvenated GBD it is desirable to

provide for this intermingling of many different types of

activities. The design aspect, when used as a tool, must pro-

vide the planning for tho )le of the mity and private

developers. 3n will aid tho architect to the introduc-

tion of the overall visual i concept.

Visual design is 30 important in its delineation as to

scale and proportion--the relationship in scale of people to
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buildings, the scale of automobile to structures, open spaces,

vistas and the identity of individual projects for its personal

identity, of existing buildings of varying architectural

stylos with- nei: structures con work well te -h a unity

of dc-;
" throu strong unifying element sucl an open

:e, Unification and integration of all the elements into

one overall desi ill help to identify the CBI3,

CHAPTER SIX

IC ANALYSIS

Traffic circulation and off-street parking problems are

most acute in t ntral Business District since it is the

focal point of business, civic and retail activities.

Accelerated urbanization with lack of proper planni

study to guide such growth has added to the problems of m§

cities. The problems resulting fr pulation increases are

compounded by shifts of population from non-urban areas to the

city. Improved highway ve reduced travel time thereby

makin >le for people to live further from their place

of employment, in turn, inc ng the total traffic problem.

Despite large-scale highway improvement , ;ays in many

of ojr urban areas are still inadequately sized to the need.

Our urban thoroughfares .lake up only one-tenth of the total

highway milea , but they oust carry one-half of all the highway

traffic.
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Terminal facilities are an integral part of the traffic

problr , It is important for the motor:. : in close

ty to hi ;tination« Improvement of off-stro

""'.. ' olve the parki.

situation for American ci I . bfl

-where lack of pr .a acute are at a seriot.: advantage in

>eting

be n less and less sin until all t ve

been removed and the tt of tt: --to ic

rather than store cr. been . The volume involved

in traffic movement no;; requires the full c Lty of many

central city str

Many a retailer at his diminishing receipts
and decided that if only off-street parking wore available
for his customers all of his problems would fa 'ved.
His store is located in an old "established" shopping area
where he has dono a good basil . '. fchin

a comparatively few feet of an important transfer corner
on main transportation lino . While his busines. .inues
to decline* the new modern shopping centers some distance
away are prosper!. . If only there were off-street
parking

I

Because his livelihood may be at stake he had better
check to see Vh r or not his wishful thin is really
dreamin . Shopping habits have changed to quite a decree*

:;ever, while Dbile has come into use more and
more as the means of conveyance from the home to the store,

off-stree .co, on its own, will not br
single customer to the merchant. Even in the new shop

, it free parking, it is not the
parking which is the first attraction to the buyer. The
shopper is interested in the merchandise, in the merchan-
dising, in the -price, in opportunity to make comparisons
and in \al factors which are plac . . .

He or she learns of a new store which 1$ bright and attrac-
ts , ,-hich .11 lighted, tthfl lues of the goods
offered for sale are more attractive, where the clerks are

t, the service is good, . . .
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Tlii 3 report does not intend in to indicate
that adequate parking is not a necessary adjunct of the
retail . ther, it is belie
histories, selected from a number of experiences, empha-
size what kid* s ono of
factors necessary to the success of a retail business.

, it is only on and it is not by a.;

the most important factor. It is necessary to jive atten-
tion to in order
area in an attractive, healthy, prosperous condition.

property owner C to invost in as a
pancc ., oild do well to keep in mind that "off-street

111 no i dyi

.

a",

tonal toc'iniexues have been utilized by traffic

ineara to improve the capacity of str . They inolude

one-.v./ streets, oeordina "nter- cted traffic signal

systc , ^et widfl 18

1

by Ian

mar!:i nd s:'. id properly located loadi 1 bus zones.

In d n, an over ^ajor

and route system is nee . A coordinated master route plan

must b ide to the lo orderly develop-

ment of the arb . It is needed t o for t' "e

and efficient movement of traffic in the future and sure

the logical and oco ;
. .1 expenditure of public funds for

traffic . Thiy bo develo . ith or as part

of a co onsiv Lan, t; in considerati id us.,

anticipate ilation, and anticipated growth of all elexae:

>ertal '. - of Hit city. La basic inter-

relations' lould be strongly sir

1. /e A Shoppii
Area", John D. McGillis, Urban Land, News and Trends. . • in
City Develo 3 .. , . 7, ust, 1 . (Pub-
lished by Urban Land Institute).
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State and national governments have recognized the need

for such a plan. Nationally, tho Bureau of Public ioads has

advocated renewed efforts to get urban area highway wort under-

way xtfith proper consideration given to all related community

olannin . The national inter-state expressway system is well

under way in development and now stress is shi.rtin »ene-

trator routes from the express Into and through the cities

themselves to continue the free flow of traffic in and out of

citic i Tho Bureau stipulates that such pi ast be in

accordance with the local master plan. If such plans are not

in existence, federal-aid inter-state plans must be in confor-

mance with desirable future land-use patterns, residential and

industrial development, social and recreational ovemonts,

and other factors involved with the orderly development of the

community as determined by higher authority.

The lar ;e expenditures and length of time required to put

a comprehensive area-wide plan into effect necessitates that it

be implementatod by stage development. In addition to finan-

cing, tho effective implementation of tho recommended plan will

require oorplete action on everyone's part. Traffic demands do

not recognize linos of political jurisdiction. Active support

and inter-governmental cooperation should be sought from legis-

latures , executive officials, organized civic groups and from

the public in general.

Resistances must be anticipated, just as objections have

alwaj : the way of past change, meters

were first utilized, merchants and business men felt that they
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x/ould repol the parker. This has not proved to be the case*

The prime concern of the shopper Is the convenience of well-

located se at economical price .

When one-way streets developed it was believed they would

have a detrimental effect because all drivers would not be able

to window sho . it the one-way streets were able to carry 30

rcent more traffic per land and the effects were readily

apparent, such as increased capacity and fewer intersection

conflict . They are n nerally accepted features for certain

>es of -»roblem arc .

(A major par problem is a shori if . spaces

in the pro vlace.l The solution to a park". roblem involves

an orderly retreat from on-street parking to off-street parkin .

Good routes of travel and 1 terminal points are vital to

the C3D. Tacilities in remote locations, regardless

of the s adequacy and minimum costs will not satisfy the

motorist who enters the C3D; badly designed spaces in good loca-

tions will be little better.

The two basic categories in which tan be placed

are short-' >arkers, consisting of shoppers and people on

business-work tri^s and all-day parkers, primarily the employers

and employees of the establishments* With the short length of

stay required for shopping and business trips, it becomes para-

mount that :ing facilities be located close to major destina-

tions* Par rates or assessments must be in keeping with

this type of demand*

If the CBD expands and increases in attractiveness, the

acceptable walking distance of shoppers increases. Studies
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have shown acceptability ranges from 250 feet for smaller

cities to about 600 feet for the larger metropolitan areas.

An overall average for distance is about 500 feet.

jrs have an average parking time of only about 30 minutes

in cities of 25,000 population or less. The average parki

time in larger cities is about two hours.

Pea!: hours on trafficways usually occur in the morning

from about 7j00 A.M. to 9 $00 A.M. and from htOQ P.M. to V
P«M. in the afternoon. In the morning, the peak hour traffic

consists nostly of the workers with the shoppers starting down-

town about 9«30 A. .

The peak parking demand usually occurs between noon and

2i00 . • Usually there is considerable in and out activity

around par I facilities during the day with, the inbound and

outbound movement intensity coinciding with the overall traffic

pattern.

To satisfy present and future parking needs a e isive

lould be developed that will provide sufficient parki

spaces to overcome existing doficiences and keep pace with fu-

ture parking demands*

The development of additional off-street parking facilities

can be undertaken by private investment, by municipal investment

or by a combination of both. The new facilities should provide

adequate capacity to serve the needs, they should be

properly located with respect to the principal generators, and

there should be a reasonabl rantee of permanency. In other

cities the development of terminal par facilities have

be&n, first of all, the responsibility of private enterprise.
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But in Ann Arbor conditions dictate an exclusively public

)roac . Gut, there are three levels of participation where

cit sist in the development of par facil-

ities. The cit^ offer technical assistance, including the

development of >lan to uide

for dev . Land acquisition is ono of the major problems

encountered hy both private enter and municipalities in

such project . The cities are in the better situation to deal

with land assembly through their rs of condemnation or, if

appro , ro - the use of urban renewal* Too often, as

found in Ann Arbor, id ;.ablin^ a lar reel of land

reat r of different types of ownerships complicate the

assombla . >iify the le~al aspects

of acquisition. Another level of participation is direct land

, construction and financing by . The use

of general ation and revenue bonds can be utilised for fi-

nancing sue project, or a ?ial benefit district procedure

it be used for fi;

'iVBM

ANN ARBOR* 9 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

"Downtown Ann Arbor" and the "Ann Arbor Central business

District" are synonymous. The term embraces all three of the

central districts—Main Jtreet, State Street and South Univer-

sity, The unlquenoss of this tri-partite central confi juration

has been noted in our conceptual analysis elsewhere.
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According to tlio detailed field inventory undertaken in

51, there are (or were) -roximately 1,075,000 square feet

of retail store e in Downtown Ann Arbor. Retailing is the

primary function of the central business district. The future

of the downtown depends very largely upon the area's ability

to substantially strengthen central retailing in face of v :
s-

otition.

arly ISO percent of all downtown retail space is occupied

by shopperr ds stor . Sales by shoppers* :1s stores in

Downtown Ann Arbor were an estimated $33,800,000 in i960—a key

fi r is analysis. On 3r-square-foot basis, t

performance was not impressive 1 is is due -r-

ily to tiro factors 1) the substantial amount of furniture ro

footage in the central arc , "-educing relatively lor; sales per

lare foot; and 2} »nt utilization of excess square

fool hy downtown stores simply because it is available.

The latter point is important—in a new high-rent shopping cen-

ter, the same entrepreneur would use less space to handle the

same merchandise.

The foliovine table shows the 1961 square footage and the

estimated i960 sales of retail stores in Cown town Ann Arbor,

broken down by shoppers goods and convenience ries.

An understanding of the distinction betx*een these two types of

retail stores is important: those offering convenience goov

and those offering shoppers 1 goods. Convenience goods are gro-

ceries, dr , tardware and gasoline while shoppers' goods in-

clude rol| jewelry, furniture and other household needs.

Neighborhood and community business centers tend to be dominated
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by oonvenience goods store . Regional shopping centers and

central business districts tend to offer both types of stores,

although the larger C3D*s tend to offer both types of stores

or both types of activities within the same store.

Table 1. tail store space and i960 sales, Ann Arbor
Central business District. 1

Shoppers : Convenience : All
Goods : Goods : Retail
Stores : Stores : Stores

Gross square footr.
Main Street
State Street
South Univerrity

Total

571,000'
',000

7

153,000
76,000
17.

251,000

729,000
283,000
63.000

1,075,000

Estimated i960 sales $33,800,000 $12,800,000 $J*6, 600,000

XAs of fall of 1961.
2Including one-half of hardware-farm stores.

In 1961, the sales of retail stores in Downtown Ann Arbor

accounted for slightly more than one-third of all retail store

sales in Washtenaw County. In shoppers' goods store sales,

the downtown was the predominant center for the county market.

It accounted for more than half of the sales of such stores in

that year. Downtown convenience goods stores had only a small

share of the county's total with more than four-fifths of over-

all sales being made in outlying store units.

1. Source of matter from Philip Hammer, Economic Consultant,
Washington, D.C.
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The following table shows the estimated distribution of

retail store sales in Washtenaw County in i960 as between Down-

toan Ann Arbor and the rest of the county. This brealcdovm was

based upon detailed field inventories of the major points of

retailing in the county and is regarded as substantially

accurate*

Table 2. Retail store sales in Washtenaw County, I960,

Shoppers
Dds

stores
(000)

Convenience : All
Uoods : ietail
Stores : Stores
(000) : (000)

City of Ann Arbor
Central business district 3.0 $12.8 $k6.6
Rest of city k.O 25.9 29.9

Sub-total ($37.3) ($38.7) <$7C 5)

Rest of t/ashtenaw County
City of Ypsilanti $11.^ $13.9 $25.3
Rest of county 10.8 13. i* 29.2

Sub-total .2.2) ($32.3) ($5^.5)
County total $60.0 $71.0 .':'-.

Ann Arbor CBD as percent
of county 56. 10. 0# 35.

There are two key figures in the above table: 1) total

sales of county shoppers' goods stores of $60,000,000, and 2) the

downtoi/n's 56.3 percent share of all shoppers goods stores sales

in the county. The predominance of Downtown Ann Arbor in the

shoppers' goods field in i960 is apparent. It is recognized

that since i960 a substantial amount of new competition in this

class of sales has developed outside the downtown area. The ef-

fect of thi competition and additional competitive pressures
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that will develop in the future is inr o the main point of

this analysi .

Detailed estimates have been made of the total expenditures

by i/ashtenaw County residents for store-type merchandise in

I960, Hie purpose of this particular investigation is twofold:

1) to determine the extent to which local stores (particularly

downtown stores) are meeting existing market demands, and 2) to

provide a basis for estimating future increments of expenditures

which will generate new demands in the future. In arriving at

these estimates, full account was taken of institutional as

well as personal expenditures in local retail establishments

and of sharply ifferent spending patterns in the student and

non-student population.-

The population of ashtenaw County as of April 1, i960,

was 172,^00. It was estimated by Mr. Hammer, economic consultant

for the Ann Arbor study, that total personal income in the coun-

ty in i960 iras approximately $350,000,000. This is an estimate

of personal income before taxes. Mr. Hammer further estimated

that total consumer expenditures by county residents for store-

type merchandise in i960 was about $140,500,000. The latter

figure, a key one in this analys : : . as expenditures for

automobiles, automotive supplies end repairs, farm supply,

spectator sports and all other consumer items not ordinarily

purchased in stores. It also excludes all expenditures for

retail services.

Comparing local store-type expenditures and the actual

sales of local stores in i960 shows a "deficit" of local
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(county) store sales of ar>proxiniately $5 • ,000.

lerally, this might be led a "outfloi;" of local

store-ty res to stores out^ mty.

This primarily means an "outfloi?" of local expenditures to the

large retail units in Detroit and to mail-order houses else-

:^e* (Ac -y» the "outflo; 3 probably somewhat greater

than indie - . Hammer continues that the figure for local

store salo.. inflated by to non-residents and, if

l non-residen ore subtract-. , e gap between local

store sales and local consumer expenditures was probably as high

as $12,000,000 or $13,000,000 in I960.)

The following table compares local expenditures and local

store sales by types of stores in I960,

Table 3» Consumer expenditures and retail store sales,
itenaw County, i960,

Shoppers * : Convenience t All
Goods : Goods : detail
Stores : Stores iSfcores
(000) i (000) i(OQO)

enditures by county residents
-r sfcore-ty a merchandise $68.2 $72.3 $1^0,5

Sales cal stores 60,0 71*0 131*0

Excess of expenditures
over sales . $ 1,3 $ 9,5

As shown above, sales and expenditures in the convenience

goods market were fairly close in balance as might be expected.

There were some slight spillovers of expenditures into the

Detroit area, probably absorbed by shopping centers between the



cities Ypsilanti and Detroit. Ypsilanti Is some five miles

east of Ann Arbor in unty. The key figure in Table

3 is the excess of expenditures over sales in t' uppers 1

roods market. There was an "outflow" of shoppers' goods dol-

lars cf at leasi ,100,000 or about 12 percent of such expendi-

tures in i960. local store sales were adjusted downward to

eliminate sales to non-residents, this "outflow" may have

approximated -uch as 10,000,000.

It ild be noted here that the "outflow" of shoppers'

ods dollars fro itenaw County is about what might be

expected in a satellite community adjacent to a large metropol-

itan arc . Although a substantial block of retail establish-

ments has developed in the county proper, the draw of the big

Detroit stores is bound to be fairly heavy. Actually, the

"outflow" of shoppers 1 goods dollars is nmeh greater in rural

counties that are far distant from large metropolitan centers

than those counties close to a metropolitan center. In these

more isolated rural areas the local population is not large

enough to support major retail installations in the shoppers 1

goods field and virtually all shoppers' goods expenditures are

made outside the area (largely to mail-order houses, but also

directly to large metropolitan stores).

A further analysis has been made of expenditures and store

sales for sub-areas within Washtenaw County. This analysis is

not tremendously important in its implications, but it does

tive some additional insight into the local role of Downtown

Ann Arbor.
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For this analysis, 7 has been bro'cen down

: 1) the- Ann Arbor core area which includes

Ann Arbor, ritfcsfield, Scio and Lodi townships; 2) tl silanti-

t Tier area which includes Yp;ilanti,
, perior and

ista townships and 3) the rest of the county. The cities

of rbor and Ypsilanti are included within their re Ive

;, of cour . The fibres show that in i960 about

,000,000 sales were made by retail stores in t'ie Ann

Arbor cor? ti than- ;;ras sented by consumer expenditures

of residents within the area, indicati strong flow of dol-

lars into Ann Arbor and its central business district from other

locations. In the other two sub-areas, however, expenditures

were greater than store sales and there was an "outflow" from

each.

The following table shox-srs the excess of deficit of local

store sales as against resident expenditures for each of the

sub-areas in 1$C ,

Table . or deficit of local store sales as
ainst consumer expenditures by sub-areas,
atenaw County, i960, (000)

Choppers ' :

:

Stores :

Convenience
jds

Stores

All
Retail
Stores

Ann Arbor Core Ar
Yosilanti-East Tier
Rest of County

County as whole

$2.2
- 7.1
- 3.3

•- .

- 5.9
- .£
-$1.3

+ 7<,0

- 133.
- 3. 5

9. 5
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Caution should bo used in interpret!; res.

:he Ann Arbor core . showed an exco tales

ovor expenditures, it is obvious from observation that local

residents spend a substantial re of their money outside

their sub-area and outside Washtenaw County altogeth . .0

"outflow" of their expenditures, er, was moro than off

by an "inflow" of dollars fro;?, other parts of '/ashtenaw Count; .

Th oint to s made earlier in Table 2«--that

An \rticularly its central business district) is the

main retail center of the county and draws in dollars from the

entire market.

The above figures set the framework for the "present",

that is, for the base year i960. kbout 12 percent of li/ashtenaw

County's shoppers' goods dollars were flowing out of the area

in that year; Downtown Ann Arbor stores accounted for about 56,3

percent of all ers' ^oods store sales within the county;

and competition for downtown shoppers goods i^as relatively

scattered and not too stron .

In antlelpat uture prospects for Downtown Ann Arbor,

the first step is to evaluate the anticipated growth in the

Washtenaw County a* The year 19&5 * s used as the primary

target year for this analysis, and it is estimated that Wash-

tenaw's County population in that year will reach about 193»000

people or about a 10 peroont increase from the i960 population.

The greatest gains are anticipated to come in the Ann Arbor

core area due in lar rt to projected gains in the student

body of the University of Michigan* The overall estimate for
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the county as a whole for 1965 is based upon projections of the

Washtenaw County Planning Commission and the Detroit Metropoli-

tan Area Lonal Planning Commission*

The following table sots fortL . lation projections for

Washtenaw County to 1965, breaking down the figure by the three

major sub-areas and comparing the 1965 estimate with actu.

population in 1950 and I960,

Table 5. Population trends by sub-areas, Washtenaw
County, 1950-60-65.

1950 : I960 : 1965 Increase, ^-61
: : :

Ann Arbor Core Area 62,300 82,800 95.000 12,200 Ik.
Yosilanti-Sast Tier ^,^00 56,300 62,500 6,200 11.
Rest of County 27,900 33,300 35*500 2,200 G.6:

County Total 13^,600 172,'JOO 193t000 20,600 11.9 '

Detailed calculations indicate that total personal incomes

before taxes in fcenaw County will reach approximately

$390,000,000 in . Total consumer expenditures by tenaw

County residents for store-type items will read J»700,0( .

The latter figure is used in this analysis. It ueuns that be-

60 and l£65t annual .ditures by county residents

for store-type merchandise will inc.- -tely

$15,200,000, which represents an additional potential market

for local stores.

The projected gain in consumer expend! tu or ,/aslitenaw

County is shown in the following table.
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Table 6. Projected gains in consumer expenditures,
Washtenaw County, 1960-65,

Shoppers
ods

Stores

Convonience * All
Goods : ^ail
Stores : stores

(000) : (000) : (000)

Expenditures by county
residents for store-type

:

.7 $80.0 5.7
I960 66.2 72.3 lk0.5

Increase 7.5

As this table shows, annual expenditures for shoppers'

goods items by county residents will be about $7,500,000 greater

in 1965 than in i960. This would represent new and additional

sales by local shoppers' floods stores. The prosp«otl of tap-

ping this additional market would be regarded as a major argu-

ment for expending downtown store facilities.

Over and against this increased expenditure, however, it

is necessary to set a realistic figure for anticipated competi-

tion. Washtenaw County is in the process of adding tremendous

new square footages in shoppers' goods stores which will compete

directly ^rith Downtown Ann Arbor stores. On the basis of ac-

curate figures on new developments already in operation and

projected figures for new shopping centers that will definitely

be built, it is estimated that between ^50,000 and 500,000

square feet of new shoppers' oods store space xdLll be built in

Washtenaw County between i960 and 1965, and much of it is already

in operation or under construction. This new square footage
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includes facilities in Arborland, Pittsfield Plaza, le

Village, ./estgate, Gault Village, and Gilbert Pa* .

It is reasonable and conservative to antic',

new competitive square foeta ui easily generate between

$20,000,000 and .000,000 in nc ' ods store sales

by l'J$5. Clearly, the on existing stores in bo I n-

town Ann Arbor and other major retail centers vlli ;reme

Potential sal as of completely new store units will r ant the

equivalent of about one-third of total shoppers' ^oc

sales in 1

The key question I , ,

Downtot.Ti Ann Arbor might be expected to ?.cct this unmistakable

competitio . ore is no question about the new store

built; the ;> question that the sales esti set

fori;.: above for e consorvativ .

Under the most pessimistic set of ons, it t be

assumed that the new competitive stor sales of

$22, , :00 in l$6$ and o "outflow*' of consumer expendi-

tures to stores elsewhere :ould remain at 12

Id be tely t 100*000)

•

P#

, , 30 of sale were

in e.V. , ; for it

, leV'j-C „ ,000* If this loss c/er . ,rbor

and oportiOi. oheir

relative shares of sales in 1^ , m
Ann Arbor* r

vods Ld drop from

$31, , - , , 1 .-
."'

. . , , ,30

or about . .
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Those pessimistic assumptions for 19^5 aro shown bolow.

j.1 consumer oxpen as

Less new competition 2,0
'outflow" at 12 9.1 31.1—^ wfo
Liable to existing (I960) stores
Ann Arbor CBD 5,2

county stores
:w

This is a pretty bleat:: picture. It is not likely that

these pessimistic assumptions would hold, but they aro set forth

with some realism to indicate one end of the scale of possibil-

ities.

The most optimistic sot of that

the shoppers' ^oods stores of Downtown Ann Arbor, in face of

nex* competition both inside and outside the county, would main-

tain their same relative share of local store sales in 196.5,

that is, about j>6.3 percent of the sales. Assuming a 12 percent

"outflow" of expenditures in 196"5 (about $9 > 100, 000) local store

sales in that year would b , ,000. its i960 share

of thos onditures, downtown stores would have 1965 sales of

$37,500,000, an increase over i960 of $3,700,000.

In order to maintain this s , ver, Downtoxm Ann

Arbor stores would have to force their internal competition

(both existing and new) to very lot/ levels. ["here voald be

only ^29*100,000 available for competitive stores against the

normal expectation of $^8,200,000 for these stores, £22,000,000

for the new units and $26,200,000 for existinc stores (their i960
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level)» bo t ollne

of nearly tK) in

riaed

I Tollo .

tmX consumer expenditures :.7

Lc competition .'13*3
'.tion 15.

"outflow at 12 9.1 33.2 .

Ann Arbor (at 1 ere en

t

It is clear that this set of assumptions Hy realistic

even under optimum condition:;. If Downtown stores ;;ere all new

and if the Do 1 physical environment were completely re-

designed and rebuilt, the assumptions might have some possible

validity as a goal. However, these conditions are not possible.

A realistic jxiraation of tirhat Downtown Ann Arbor might

shoot for in the way of shoppers' goods sales probably lies

somewhoro between these two extremes. To reach this middle-

level goal, -r, major improvements would have to b 1«

in downtown retail capacity. It should be kept in mind that

there are other potentially negative factors aside from those

already mentioned. One is the real possibility that Sears might

build a new outlying store and further increase the volume of

direct competition* Another is the prospect that the "outflow"

of expenditures might even be stepped up under the impact of new

development such as the projected l/cstland she center that

will be built around a major fIudson*s store on the west side of

Metropolitan Detroit in 196^. The development of first-class,
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now suburban facilities within Washtenaw County itself (includ

Mor
' ry Wards and possibly Sears) Bight serve to arrest the

"outflow"; the Westland type of development would serve to

stimulate it; in all instances the pull would be away from

Downtown Ann Arbor*

The most realistic aoproach in settin ractical sales

1 for downtown stores would be to calculate the maximum effect

at the downtown improvement effort might have on competition.

It ml 3 assumed, first, that dotmtown store improvement plus

the increased strength of other retail units within Washtenaw

County {particularly the nextf stores in the new shopping center),

might sharply cut back the "outflow" of expenditures to other

areas. This will admittedly be difficult in face of new outside

competition such as testland, but it is a realistic possibility.

Assume that this "outflow" can be cut in half on a percent?.

basis—from 12 percent to 6 percent, or a 19^5 "outflow" of

$U, 500, 000 to recoup some of this "outflow".

It can next be realistically assumed that the anticipated

saj.es of new loc~l c '.tion can be cut back by 20 percent

by virtue of greatly strengthened downtown activities. This

might be regarded as the "outsid >ectation. It is not

likely that new store sales can be cut back any more. This

would mean a drop from an anticipated j22, 000,000 in sales to

about j17,600,000. It might also be assumed that sales of other

local competition, "existing" rather than new, can also be re-

duced by 20 percent over i960 levels* This is a reasonable if

lexirhat cold-blooded possibility.
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Under these assumptions, the combined figure for "outflow"

and competitive store sales in I965 would be ^^3, 100, 000. 3ub-

cting this amount from the figure on projected consumer ex-

penditures within the ft area (^75*700,000) would give an

indicated sales goal of $32,600,000 for Downtown Ann Arbor

shoppers 1 ods stores in 1965, only lightly lower than the

lire in i960. Tills figure represents about the maximum

b can be hoped for, and it will t ty effort to

approximate it.

The difference in profit or loss, improvement versus status

quo, WOttld be difficult to justify to the individual merchant.

If the completed project cost soie "X" number of dollars could

the merchants economically carry their share of this burd

Just how the plan will be justified economically is one of the

major problems fac' khe entrepreneurs.

Tli. rojected figures—with a sales goal of '">32, 600,000

for Downtown Ann Arbor—are summarized in the following table.

Table 7« jected sales ol.Is of shoppers' goods stores
Ann Arbor Central Business District, I965 (000)

vaaKammmmmssssi

Total consumer expenditures J.

7

Goals for central business district 32 *

Remaining retail operations:
Other "existing" stores (down 20 percent from

i960) 1.0
New competition (down 20 percent from

estimates) 17«6
"Outflow" to other areas (at one-half the

rate as in i960) k.5



To r '• the indicated s 1 for shoppers' oods

stores in Downtown Ann r will take a massive program of

vovomcnt and revitalization. The first and most

it essential will bo a hard core of new retail facilities,

including a major department store unit. Hew supporting sho

must also be provided in a new physical environment capable

of competing wi .3 best of shoppin . Traffic and

park! ^blems must be to! '. jor new customer-generating

it be added within the central area, including new

off uildi , rt lit houses, and motels. Either Sears

must be st .ted to build the new central department store or

it must be somehow persuaded not to build a competing new store

outside the central business district. A new outlying Sears

store would make the indicated goal for downtown retailiw

unattainable in 19&5 whon coupled v' -r new competition

that will be se the V/ashtenaw market.

On the favorable side is the strong anchor provided by the

University of Michigan and the heavy complement of existi

support _lities in the downtown area--offices, government

buildings, close-in housi id existing stores and sh:

Also on the favorable side is the heavy concentration of new

consumer expenditures in the Ann Arbor core area that is most

efficiently served by the central business district. This

latter fact is pointed up by the following table bre down

the distribution of the projected gain in consumer expenditures

for store-type merchandise within the county by 19^5.
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Table . Projected 1960-65 increase in consumer
expenditures, Washtenaw County.

Shoppers' : Convenienceil All
Goods : Joods : .©tail
Stores : Stores i Stores
(000) : : (000)

Expenditures by county residents
for store-type merchandise;

Ann Arbor core area $**.9 $*K7 $9.6
silanti-East Tier 2.2 2.6 k.8

Rest of county .^ .k .8

County as whole ?7*5 .7 15.2

On the negative side, of course, is the competitive

advantage that new stores enjoy in their modern facilities and

new environments. Although most of Washtenaw County's popula-

tion will bo in the Ann Arbor core area in 196.5* *ne county's

"center of gravity" is shifting to the east. New shopping cen-

ters between Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti will be served by high-

speed traffic arteries. Access x>;ill be good to Jestland and

other major new retail developments projected within the Detroit

area to the east.

The next question is what might be the impact of necessary

improvements on Downtown Ann Arbor upon the existing stores in

the central area? It is clear, first, that a sizable complement

of brand-noitf facilities will be necessary at central locations.

They may be operated by existing entrepreneurs or by new firms

from the outside, but they must be new facilities in new or

substantially new environments. They must be capable of pro-

ducing greater sales per square foot than in the past in order

to cover the costs of new facilities. With a ceiling on overall
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sales, therefore, these new central facilities with greater

>roductivity are bound to further reduce the volume now produced

in oxistin^ dox*ntown facilities.

In 1961 there were approximately 7^5,000 square feet of

shoppers* goods store space in Downtown Ann Arbor (excluding

hardware store space because of this high proportional amount

of facility). Mr» Hammer anticipates that approximately 1^0,000

square feet of new facilities must be built downtown, includi.;

a 90,000-square foot department store and 50,000 square feet of

net* supporting space for shoppers' goods sales. These new

facilities should be capable of producing sales of $7,000,000

to $8,000,000, which would leave approximately $25,000,000 for

"existing" stores. It is reasonable to anticipate that the

difference of results obtained by observation could be produced

in only 550,000 or 600,000 square feet of space. This means

that a considerable amount of existing space would have to be

converted or replaced either through a shift of operation from

old to new facilities or through a liquidation of marginal

operators in the downtown area. It also would mean, of course,

that certain obsolete and unused retail facilities would have

to be toen dovm and replaced by other uses if they are not to

remain vacant.

It might be said in general that there is every indication

that the retail characteristics of the three central districts,

Main Street, >tate street and South University, i/ould remain

physically the same without much retail in 1965. This is to

say that State Street would still be heavily oriented to
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specialty shops and fashion stores related to the University of

Michigan, ttfith little shoppers' goods activity at Jouth Univer-

sity and major concentration of community-wide shopping in or

adjacent to Main Street.

Additional convonience goods store facilities in the

central area are also needed as a part of a strong new retail

complex. In 1961, there were approximately 251*000 square feet

of convenience goods stores in Downtown Ann Arbor, Sales of

these stores in i960 were approximately $13,000 ,000 , which

represents what might be considered a basic minimum for the

central residential and business market. If new apartment

houses, motels, and office buildings are added, which must

definitely be anticipated as a part of the downtown improvement

program, there is no reason why sales of downtown convenience

jds stores could not be increased to about £15,000,000 in

1965» assuming new first-class facilities in the area. There

is no reason to expect that new, competitive facilities in out-

lying areas would have any further negative effect upon downtown

convenience goods store sales.

A minimum of 30,000 square feet, according to Mr. Hammer's

calculations, of new convenience goods facilities xdLll be nec-

essary in Downtown Ann Arbor as a part of the new retail complex.

These facilities would be capable of about $2,500,000 in sales,

leaving approximately $12,500,000 for existing facilities.

This latter figure could support about 200,000 square feet of

space. There would therefore be a loss of about 50,000 square

feet of existing space, and this might be accomplished by a
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shift of operations from obsolete to new facilities as a part

of the development program.

The point should be emphasized that the retail future of

the downtox/n area is grim unless major physical improvements

are made* The introduction of other supporting facilities by

itself Thrill not shore up downtown retailing. It will take some

massive private and public efforts to revitalize the central

core and put it in a competitive position in the years ahead.

Prospects for Non-retail Activities

In 1961 there were approximately 761,000 square feet of

office space in Downtown Ann Arbor, more than one-third of which

wac occupied by Grovemment. The great bulk of doxmtoxm office

space is in the Main Street area, with modest amounts on State

Street and virtually none in the South University district.

Tile following table shows the distribution of office space

by business and government occupancy in the three districts of

Downtown Ann Arbor,

Table 9» Distribution of office space, Ann Arbor Central
siness District, 1961. (000)

Main : itate s South : Total
Street : Street : University : CBD

Number of square feet:
tsiness **15.9 77.3 1.6 49^.3
-ernraental 2^1.9 23.8 .3 266.0

6^7.3 101.1 1.9 760.8

Number of establishments 2$k 82 3 339
Total office employment 1,977 377 1^ 2,368
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Detailed analyses have been made of the future office

potential for all different types of occupancy, Excludi •/-

ernmental office spaco it is estimated that additional private

demand for office space in the central area will he for between

80,000 and 90,000 square feet of space by 1965, ;wever, this

would not be the effective demand for additional new space in

Do T.mtown Ann Arbor, It can be anticipated that some decentrali-

sation of this space might take place in spite of what is done

dovmtown (in addition to "legitimate" decentralization that has

been calculated separately). Further, it is anticipated that

some of this additional demand trill be accommodated in existing

vacancies in downtown buildings and that there will be some

improvement in older structures that will create new competitive

space in the central area.

To be conservative, the overall estimate of private demand

was scaled back by one-third to give a net figure of 60,000

square feet for neur private demand for general-occupancy office

space in Downtown Ann Arbor by 1965* It should be emphasized

that much of this demand would be for first-class space which

would be capable of supporting the costs of new building con-

struction and operation through adequate rentals. In addition,

it was recognized that there might be demands for specialized

research offices in the central area, but there was no way to

anticipate the dimensions of this demand. It might be assumed

that research offices might need an additional 60,000 square

feet at some point in the future and plans should be made to

accommodate it, but no firm anticipations are possible in this

category.



The projected expansion of government offices has been

excluded from these figur- . There is everjr indication that the

60,000-square foot figure, excluding government, used as new

1965 demand (net) is a conservative one and might easily be ex-

ceeded. Again, however, a great deal depends upon improvements

in doximtown environment factors such as and traffic that

:ld encourage new investments in new office buildings.

It would appear that motel space in the area is lac <-

both as to total number and as to size of individual units. In

Durham and Orange counties, North Carolina, the sites of Duke

University and the University of North Carolina, thore are more

than 800 motel and hotel rooms. The combined enrollment of

those two universities is considerably less than that of the

University of Ilichigan, and the combined population of the two

counties is considerably less than that of Washten , over,

individual motel units are considerably larger which makes

;sible meetings and conferences that cannot be acco-jjodated

in a series of scattered small units. At the present tlr. ,

there are 2?1 motel units in Ann Arbor, Three additional motels

are being built xd.th a total of 250 rooms. Comparisons of Ann

Arbor with other university and manufacturing centers show a

liar picture. These university-center types of local econ-

omies can rt major complements of accommodations.

If all of the proposed new motels wore built in Ann Arbor,

there would bo about 650 hotel and motel rooms in '/ashtenaw

County. . ould r to be at least 150 to 200 units short

of what might be sux^ported, A strong case can be made that the

new motel facilities should be located in Downtown Ann Arbor to
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provide central accommodations and meeting places tied into

university and business activities* A single motel at 150 units

could be stratc ly located be ain and .State streets,

or two facilities at 75 units each might be built in close

proximity to each other. Proximity to University Hospital which

is a major generator of demand for ovorn accommodations

Iso be a major reason for the central location.

There are also strong indications that Downtown Ann Arbor

can support and generate demand for a substantial incease in

rental housing units. tween 1950 and I960, there was an in-

crease of approximately 4,200 rental units in the City of Ann

Arbor. :. Jammer anticipates that the number of rental units

will further increase between i960 and 1970 by an additional

,
">•). Although the great bulk- of this increase will undoubtedly

I place in outlying areas in garden-type apartment units and

some will be accounted for by conversions of owner-occupied to

renter-occupied facilities, there will be a strong demand for

new multi-family units at strategic locations with respect to

the university, the hospital and the business centers of Ann

jr.

It is not unreasonable to expect that at least 15 percent

of the additional renter units can bo located in or near the

central core of Ann Arbor. In other words, it can be antici-

pated that 600 new apartment units might be built in Census

tract 1 by 1970, which would approximately double the number of

rental units in this central area in I960 (6$9)» This central

tract, since it is contiguous to the University, accounted for
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nearly seven percent of all renter units in Ann Arbor in i960,

and the addition of 600 units would give it about nine percent

of the total in 1970, a reasonable assumption.

Plans should be based on /oximately 250 of the 600

units being built by 196.5. The new unite would accommodate

under-graduate and graduate students, university faculty members,

rowing number of cou who are childless or whose

children have moved away from the family unit.

One other important demand element should be recognized

her . This is the demand for miscellaneous retail service

facilities that should be built in connection with new retail

sales units in the central area. At the present time, there

are approximately 155,000 square feet of service facilities,

tor vehicles, gasoline stations, and personal service) in

Oowntovm Ann Arbor, New retail stores woul er.it e the need

for a v of rting service operation , \ny of ivhic

.ght shift from exist' ocations to new locations under

redevelopment. A reasonable expectation night be 15,000 square

feet of ncT r service facilities produced in this manner, equiva-

lent to about 10 percent of the 1961 square footage in the

downtown are .

Downtown Space Demands t Itulation

Based on the above calculations, it is possible to make a

rough approximation of the new buildi id land requirements

in Downtown Ann Arbor by 1965. Of necessity, these estimates
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are tentative and Approximate but t lit serve as a basis

for preliminary planning purpose .

a eoapr ive development program could support approxi-

mately 590,000 square feet of new tewitwi space for retail

sales and service, offices, motels, ousi.: . These n.

facilit" ould require about 1,800 parking spaces, and it

;ht be assumed that one-third of these oec, or 600 might

be made available from existing facilities. This would

the provision of an additional 1,200 par spaces to support

the indicated facilities. About one-third of additional

it be accommodated in ,
structures and the re-

mainder in open lc :
. The n Ing ramps would therefore

require at least 120,000 square feet of bulldin , bringing

the total building requirements to 710,0 aare feet.

The ground coverage of these par structures would be

about 310,000 square feet, ass different heights for dif-

ferent kinds of buildings and ing necessary land for s

backs and landscapin . If this additional land is included and

if ope lots are also added, the development would take

a total of about 600,000 square feet of downtown land.

These ires are summarized in the fol tab.i
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Tablo 10. Preliminary projections o: new building and
land requirements, Downtown Ann Arbor, 1960-65.

: iUildin^ Size t Ground Coverage: Approximate
a of xaciiity t (square feet)t (square feet) : 3uiJ.din t< coj«

Retail sal
Retail services
Offi 8

Motel
iiousi
Parkins ramps

Totals
Lands earning, etc.
Par land

170,000
15,000
60,000

125,000
),000

120,000
710,000

120,000
10,000
25,000
65,000
50,000

,

50,000
•

,_

,700,000
180,000

1,000,000
1,300,000
2,000,000

520,000
,7'T),000

oludi >lic areas which are est! 15
percent of building coverage (including streets, malls,
etc. )•

I of all of the >wn above iot

have to be -ed directly by the enterprises building fc

physical f ties, of coars . of the open parking lots

would be operated endenfcly of the .Vies.

this par , , might be acquired as a

part of facility developaient. vor example, .otel will need to

have its own .ng and so also will the apartment houses (at

least in part). An estimated Jj-50,000 square feet of grou

area would have to be purch zvl : art of 3 facility

development. Figuring land costs at about 1> percent of overall

facility development , there would be somewhere around , , 30

to put into land (excluding t dependent .ng lots).

the average, therefore, the land would nave to be .ased at

an average of about . per square foot to make the project

economically Lble for private rise.
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These are, of course, rough calculations. It Is possible

that the projected development could stand a considerably higher

land cost ' Lndicat . a at SO percent, however, t

average land cost could not exc . per square foot,

CHAPTER EIGHT

TRAFFIC AND PARKZJ

The basic study urea for tb fcs been

restricted to the Central business District, th

area, and tfl of the University of

ts« over, of tl liatoly surro

rauj o be ' in analyzin

require " bhil central core area of / • example,

traffic ;o cross Arm Arbor it to the Contral

'riot :^.ay be forced to pass through the Central

3usi. Jistrict if adequate ; facilif ,re not pro-

vided i/lier

Another aajor consideration regards t Lai

of tho Qontral Suolnosfl District in particular and Ann Arbor in

P thai l analyses, n relatively active

Cen >ss District has been presumed and ro:. le

Growth It 3sumed for Ann Arbor. It raust bo r ,

however, that tho Contra" Dist traffic activity by

1980 could be even greater than that anticipated in this report

if rticularly vi *j car' 'taken



/• ver, ively hi for

projection is not '. y to bo exceode . Th jrtant

point that the terminal t *c dosir Central

District reflect a presumed h trend, and in

.ffic activity o :>r down

I Ann Arbor decided ' its to do,

Th bate Highway De t conducted an orl^in-

tination (0-J>) traffic survey in ' tier SO in

Tlii a cc.< .ensivo 0-D survey provid'

internal -internal , internal-external, and extcrnal-e::teri

travel dosiro data and indicated the existing

throughout Arbor ur . For the pur sting

the propoa ntral business area , those data wore pro-

>ar 19^0 utilis" ilti le corrc n tech-

In the traffic analys

'

I 'iere I

in
'

196 s use .TIi LI is

.'oced .

-

' by Harlanc'

Ass ' \ . but they ljr involve

I I ses in day :ind ni opulation,

ve jtrations, le use by traffic zonos through-

out the u: . The projected :ln-destination traffic

ta reflocts an anticipate dilation th in the Ann Arbor

urban rv ly 67»0C0 persons in i960 to approxi-

mately 115,000 persons in 1980,

For the pi; I of the origin-destination r jection, it

the Central Business '. ct would reali

increase in trips (1*50 factor) ^ans of

ermlnin; 1 deficiencies. In addition, a number of new or
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itiring she *• assumed, include

Arborlar. , 'Yes , M ' ?.pl©

'istrict

traff ' ,

ti over-all

r of TO. anal; of th "ic desirin ;

ero Lnate in tl .
ltrai

o. Th© studjr pro

rrod to • '.
' »r ity d .

bill
'

croon

linos thj doto of

SOCt '. .V-

era^o da} 1- of r.
,

so indicate their • >.

"

line

section uity of

ine r. Lble to d

....

Tlic future major streets *jers determJ of

tho k " • Lot with

extensions to provide tho necessary continuity to reflect

a nott/or': of rajo ' . the corridor analysta f 1980

travel dosirc ' .e entire urban aroa, data v/ero de-

veloped to indicate the 1'

.lysis line section, "

, lane

(one-vay ) , Lthout parking,

hour during the ir.
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The lano deficiencies on two-way streets at the edge of

the Central business District are greatest on the southern

portion where an -lane deficiency exist . To the west of

the Central business District, there was no lane deficiency in

future traffic demand. Very heavy lane deficiencies occur in

an oast-west direction to the sout'i of the Central Business

District (eight lanes of deficiency) and in a north-south di-

rection to the east of the Central business District. This

area to the cast of the COD includes the University of Michigan

South Campus and the Medical r#

A summary of such data regarding the Central Business

District 1980 deficiencies indicates that to the south of the

Central business District there are eight traffic lanes provided

on the existing major street system. At the present time there

are also six lanes o on th e streets. This indi-

tes I deficiency of ei ;;.it lanes requi:. e addi-

tion ^e major street lanes for traffic oven if parkin

oved lese existl -jor streets. This additional

Tided by street widening, by develop!:

I

additional major streets in the flow demand con-

ve: streets into major str . It should

be note " b in the core area instances other than south of the

CBD, t Idltiom aired 1930 capaciti :et on ex-

ist!;, treots if traffic dosir o b)r«»pasi the Central

Business District is afforded thr >ortunity. The north-south

requirements in -particular should be noted. The 1**- ado .al

Ian .e core area required to the south indicate a very
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^rvice into the University of Michigan

and Medical Center conplr

• 1980 traffic needs, as determined by the State High*

way Depar': rovid a for testing the street notxrorlc for

roposed Central Business District nlan. The lane defi-

f the corridor analyses indicato the basic

19^ \9T streot requirements for moving traffic snoothly into

and eut »f the rarJ .It ortant in

'usiness D* to include additional lane capacity

to provide for oir nd distribution of traffic. The

lane . encies are c ' of a I cy while adequate oir-

Lation bec I tost.

In Pioi -" • la a test of any ^lan,

is i member tl - T-rhich constitute the

exi * ~jor street net . If for any »n one of these

• is abandoned or other- I "or street

Tfic, the c 'ty of that facility must be replaced by

development ;}or rout .

ilable for increasin by of the

r street net ire relatively inexpon . Others

car costly. There r. . msists of

increased ity through traffic control ould

be utilised : 1 maximt: . The other ' 'nvolves n

jn, which is not always feasible in an c n-

tral easiness District, over, tancos it bee-

necessary and is made possiblo through rec'ovc" at of portions

of the arc .



In order to simplify tho discussions of tho major street

system and circulation network in the Central Business District,

the elements will bo discussed re^ardin^ their ability to accora-

'throu;;h" traffic, terminal traffic and circulation. The

an indicates the proposed street network in t ntral Busi-

ness . Hie existing street network is indicated on map II.

Th ^ible development of Packard Streot with its connec-

tion to "irst and Ashley tf and on to Beakoo can accommodate

much of these anticipated northwest to southeast through traffic

movements if terminating traffic is adequately ac~ s ated

elsewher . In addition, the southwest to nor ants

of "through" traffic, as well as the southeast to southwest

movement , i need for -^ood major street continuity to

the southeast, east and northeast of the Central Business

District and/or the core area. This traffic movement generally

emphasises a need for < of a Central ?usiness District

loop facility in that the Packard Streot dovelo xaont does not

cov tern 0, Such a facility would in

9 12 lane deficiencies to the east of the CBD, Be-

iternatives SOoa to be available for

traffic to t of the CBD, no unusual traffic harden is

ant In the io these "through" traffic movements.

Any development of a CBD circulation system must bo closely

coordinated ttrith the development of penetrator routes from out-

side nn A: . The proposed developments of ,

.'on , and North i!ain Streets and the new river road a.. u-

bor routes are well to brii :>,ffic fr o peri-

oral ex oressxirays to a CBD distribution and circulation system.
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The general 1980 traffic requirements to the south of the

J indicate a need for eight additional oast-x/cst lanes of

traffic in that area. Six of these lanes can be provided by

removing parkin:- on State, Division and Main streets. This

still leaves a two-lane requirement by 1980. One method of

meeting this east-west deficiency involves the development of a

one-Tfay coupling of First and Ashley streets to the west of the

CBD. This would require extension of Packard to the south,

with a connection to Main Street as well as a connection of

Beakes Street to the north. Such a development has the follow-

ing advantages:

1. It provides a western distributor street making maximum

utilization of existing pavements with high intersec-

tion capacities due to the one-way streets.

2. It enables good routing of "through" traffic from

Packard (extended) and Miller streets while avoiding

the heart of the CBD.

3. It enables good southwest to north and northeast major

street continuity due to the Beakes Street connection

(presuming a southern connection to Main Street).

It would also be desirable to consider eventual railroad ^rade

separations at First and Ashley. At the present time there are

approximately four to six train movements per day, although

most of the long trains pass at night and do not cause high

traffic congestion.

Plate V indicates Main Street closed to traffic and, in

effoct, replaced by the proposed Packard-First connection. The
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oapaclty deficiency analyses indicate that this would not provide

adequate street laneages without the one-way couple of First and

Ashley Streets discussed above . Fourth and Fifth Streets are

required to accommodate local CBD circulation traffic and do not

provide ^ood major street continuity. Thus they cannot meet the

additional 19S0 traffic requirements for major street laneages.

(It should be noted that, in this plan, First and Ashley Streets

could both be connected to Packard and extended to the south to

an eventual connection to Main Street,

)

To the east of the Central justness District there is

adequate capacity available for 1980 traffic demands if all ex-

isting major streets are utilized. The potential 1980 two-way

deficiency can be accommodated by removing parking on Huron,

Catherine, and North University, Other possible means of ob-

taining increased capacities, especially at intersections, in-

clude development of one-way couples involving Catherine (west-

bound) and Ann (eastbound) or involving Huron (westbound) and

Washington (eastbound). These possible one-way couples would,

of course, require developing adequate connections at their

terminals to the east and west. The only area xirhich might prove

difficult in this respect is traffic to the oast near the Hedi-

cal Center and University Campus complexes. It; would be pos-

sible, hox/ever, to develc slitenaw Avenue in conjunction with

Forest Avenue and possibly Glen Avenue to provide a connection

for the Catherine-Ann couple*

In the previous street s tion regarding Washtenaw

Avenue and Forest Avenue, the possibility of developing Forest

Avenue to the south with an eventual connection to Stadium
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Boulevard i*as considered. This potential circumferential

development should be investigated in the development of the

Ann Arbor Master Thoroughfare Plan. Also, this street might

permit eventual connection to the north to Fuller Street.

The expected 1980 four-lane deficiency to the north of the

Central Business District can be alleviated by the removal of

parking on the existing major streets. Six lanes are available

in this manner on Main, Division, and State streets. The con-

nection of Beakes Street to First and Ashley will primarily aid

in the removal of "through" traffic from Main Street. This

factor has been discussed previously. Some additional capacity

nrill be required to meet local circulation demands, and this

will be primarily accommodated by way of Detroit Street to

Fourth and Fifth streets.

To the west, the capacity deficiency analyses indicate

that Miller, Huron, and Liberty (existing major streets) will

be adequate for 1980 normal traffic needs. It may be necessary

to remove parking on these streets to accommodate circulation

demands within the Central Business District, however.

Within the core of the Central Business District, it is

possible to develop several one-way couples to aid traffic flow.

Several of these have been discussed previously and include

First-Ashley, iiiller-Ann, and Huron-iashington. Fourth and

Fifth streets provide another possibilitj'- which are oarticularly

well situated to be developed as distributor streets to C

parking areas. William and Liberty streets provide another

possibility which should be considered. If Liberty Street is
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closed within tho CBD, 'illiara Street raust remain two-way

because there is not an adjacent paralleling street to couple

with it. ate Street is not readily adaptable to one-way

operation because there is not an adjacent paralleling street

to couple with it. It should be noted that developing of one-

way couples within the CBD would not only ease traffic movements

but could also reduce pedestrian conflicts at intersections.

Tho Central business District development plan indicated

on Plate II is generally adequate provided the following develop-

ments are undertaken t

1. Extension of Packard and leakes streets to First.

2. Development of the First-Ashley one-x/ay couple with

extensions from Beakes Street on the north to an

eventual connection to Main Street on the south.

3. jontion of all other existing major streets and pro-

vision of off-street parking to enable removing on-

street parking on those streets.

J*. Accommodation of peripheral traffic on major streets

which do not pass through the Central Business District,

This is particularly important to the east of the

Central Business District.

The circulation system in the Central Business District

should provide for a series of streets ringing the CBD core to

assist distribution of traffic destined for various parts of

the central area. On the east State Street would continue to

carry its share of traffic but it would be necessary to provide

additional capacity east of the University of Michigan Campus
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(south)* Catherine or the Catherine-Ann couple would provide

the northern distributor while the First-Ashley couple trould be

on the wes . The best southern distributor route is villiam

Street or the Packard Street improvement in conjunction with

portions of Madison Street,

The future demand for parlcir ice in the Ann Arbor

Central business District is quite dependent, not only upon the

future downtown merchandising activity, but also upon the type

of retail facilities provided* It is recognized that the pro-

vision of par will aot in itself create the future demand,

but the future parking requirements are a result of the commer-

cial activity within the C3D# Thus, at the very outset, it is

apparent that much of the future demand for parking space in

the C8D depends upon what the Ann Arbor C3D decides that it

wants to do regarding future growth or change in service .

At the present time there are k2?S parking spices within

the Central Business District. Table 11 summarizes the inven-

tory of these spaces conducted by the City of Ann Arbor* These

spaces indicate an exi£ ratio of one space for evory 252

square feet of retail floor area in the Ann Arbor C1D.

Table 11* Inventory of exis r'.cing spaces,

Off-street, private 1^30
County lots 191
City lots and structures 15^*7
On-street 1103

Total k2?6

^All traffic tables have been provided h. liam S,

Pollard Jr. , partner in the firm of Harlan Bartholomew*
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During the winter of 1959-60, the City of Ann Arbor

conducted a surv to determine the utilization of existing

par:!. as in the Central 3usi district* A parser

questionnaire survey VAfl conducted at off-street areas in Jan-

uary, 19^0, while an on-stroot turnover-vacancy survey was made

in December, 1959* Table 12 summarizes some of the results of

these survey . One recommendation in report covering the

surveys was that *tf)0 additional spaces are required.

Table 12. Ann Arbor CYii par':! -rvey (1959-1960 )•

i«—m*mm»*mmmmm*~mmmawiW iMi — m i n— r» m *. i«i i in—r'awu^a—w—w urn . »M—ww i i 11 m« . . » m iii— aiinmiwjui * ri nm—i m—fc^»*a—>*———»««m»^«——«—

—

Location t Spaces : Maximum Use

Packard street Lot 125 127
Ashley Street Lot 71 68
tffti on Street Carport 2^2 21

William Street Lot IhX UK)
Fifth Avenue Lot I? 1* 10

6

On-street Parkins 662 598

Total 1*13 1257
(8S

>r long-range CBD planning* it is generally necessary to

provide for the replacement of all on-street spac. th off-

street lots or structures. This is particularly true when

street space is needed for the movement of traffic, such as

will be necessary on many downtown streets in Ann Arbor, or if

all streets are closed for pedestrian malls or other new uses.

Tills indicates that in addition to the necessary additional

spaces for future parking needs, planning should be directed

toward the provision of 1103 off-street spaces to replace the

street space now devoted to parking (see Table 11).
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Table 13 indicates the probable 19^5 additional park!

demand in the - based upon the preliminary projections of new

build! id land requirements. bels ittod

because ould provide their ovm parking* Also included

in the Table are requirements for replacement of on«street

parking as iirell as the City's estimate of immediate needs,

ble 1 1 1965 additional parkin oe demand,

: ist, Jross : Gross Floor Area :

Type 3?acility t Floor Area t Per Parkin": : Xeg , Parking

Retail Sales 170,000 250 680
Retail Saleo 15 »0€ 250 60
Office 60,000 800 ?5

Subtotal 815
Existing Deficiency
Existing Of-street to be Replaced 1108

2323

On the average, the provision of off-stroet parking

requires from 350 to 400 square feet per parkin.-; space. This

figure includes areas for driveways, walkways, scroenin. ,

plantings, meters, etc. It indicates a requirement of from

815,000 to 930,000 square foet of space to be devoted to parki

to adequately accommodate the required 2323 spaces. This much

land normally is not available for parking lot developments in

a Central Business District due to the high land values, Ann

Arbor is no exception.

The cost to provide parking garages depends upon numerous

factors including the number of floors, ground coverage, type

of operation, and building design. For a typical structure
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covering a 100 foot by 25") foot aroa, the data in Table 1**

provides an indication of costs for providin Lous par'ri:

Th: can be contr Lth the oost to dove

par . i^n the aver , the development o, 3d, lighted

lots with adequate screening to provide a pi

i

once

ranges fro . 2.00 per square foot exclusive of land*

Utili. • maximum fi a land cost of $5.00 per

.arc foo , o av~: i
1 par r a lot be-

comes , . Of course, with higher land values, this figure

would incr ro rapidly than the cost per space in a ,

and quite often tho total requirod area for lots simply is not

available in a Central Business District. Obviously, for eac

con'. ated oa a more refined analysi , cnerally

folio jovo calculations procedure, is necessary.

Tabic . Typical costs for pi structures.

: Land s Construction t Available : Cost per
jMq. Floors : Cos t ? Cost t No. Spaces : Space

2 $125,000 ;:00,000 120 $3.5^0
3 125,000 ^50,000 180 3*200
k 125,000 600,000 235 3.080
5 125,000 750,000 300 2,920
6 125,000 900,000 360 2,850

125,000 sq. ft. coverage at $5.00 per sq. ft. for land
and ?6.00 per sq. ft. for construction.

For the Ann Arbor Central Business District, the estimated

I965 need could be as great as 2323 new spaces, or approximately

900,000 square feet devoted to parking. The CBD plan indicates

a total land area of approximately 200,000 square feet devoted
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to new parking facilities. This would indicate that each

facility would require four or five floors to provide the re-

quired number of space . It is highly desirable to extend the

.an to include nor area, parti cularlj'- around the

periphery of the CB.D, By initially develo- ;uch areas as

lots, they would then be preserved for future construction of

garage structures for long-? parking requirement .

Of course, each i considered for development either as

a lot or a n t must also bo evaluated for convenience

to shopper destinations, Typic , Tacllities should

be within two minutes walking distance (approximately 400 feet)

of the primary centers served, even though shoppers are normally

willing to walk distances up to 800 feet. In the Central Busi-

ness District convenience of pari;". fton becomes as important

a consideration as raw economy of construction.

CHAPTER NINE

A DESIGN CONCEPT FOR THE ANN ARBO 1 CBD

Ann Arbor has made many improvements in its Central

Business District area over the yea v
. ver it has been

possible to acquire land for Ing the city administrator has

been first to initiate the move so that today all public parking

lots and garages are city owned and operated. In addition, of

course, there are many private off-street spaces and park:',

provided by the University of Michigan for its various facilities.



The city has installed, in the fall of 19-jI, new street

in the C3D, It iii now possible to drop a coin on the

sidewalk at id see x:!iero it rests.

streot improvement! have also heen characteristic of the city's

interest in its downtown.

The merchants themselves have not been idle over the past

was made in the fall of l?Sl in th

area and ....'. 3 of dollars have been

spent on remodeling of establishments for the past six year

period. This retnocl | continue- -t pa; . With the

city on the ono hand and the merchants on the other hand wor

to I:c B new demands of residents it would . ar

.3 the potentiality for a healthy futu: .

Physically the Ann Arbor C3D is divided into throe separate

areas, -Iain street, lifcate Street and South Universit . le 2*lain

Street arcc. ia the original commercial district and still serves

the metropolitan area. The State street coirimercial area devel-

oped as a result of the need for such a speci rvice area

contiguous to the University of 1*1 chi . Th- unit

has reached its limits because it is now boundc the north

and south by the University. As the University ; so did the

adjacent coniinercial enterprise . This eventually resulted

in the development of establishments nth Universi .

This latter area, rather than State Street, has become increas-

ingly identified as the student oho rea in receno

Tfcere is I aa between State Street on I tot and Main

Street on the west which is lively to become an expansion or

connecting link of the . ate and Main itreets might be
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thought of as ' of a dumbeli I a bar connecting the

two encl . Tliis then heco: \cy approaoh to the COD , b :

to strer le ends of the complex while lettin ntcr

de\ . in an orderly and controlled maimer and at its own rat .

11 develop in this center area? There should be a

certain amount of ne vitie . Probably, there

will be some new off". . tent sheaId be . on

to new housing development. It no

situation as to which of these interrelated functi rill or

should Ate this central are . In any svont, the eolation

will not be externally -ted nor id11 it involi ;rude

bullc . the problc .

A much more intensive residential area could devel

Immediately to the nor id south of the CBD area and such a

possibility should be encouraged. It would have bet; for

both the residential and - .reas. it of

L nsity housin I to the north and nd

with the no onerate, the COD could

nation of business activi . Tl

to the - . Other citi: -h

ilar oil deel Ad are bri joplc

bac the . Lronment*

Th, jot C3D serv .ental, financia ,

and cultu. .tropolitan a . functions

shoal. Lened wherovor possible. Ana Arbor is the

^at -for fasht Count . ity offi

arc in t . The i Ltutia

oloe have their offices downto . The cultural
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the CGD could be strengthened greatly. It is now centered

largely in the adjacent University, To some extent this is

desirable and inevitabl . Still, there is need for a city audi-

torium and por I for museums and a city domestic animal type

zoo or aquarium. If such new facilities could be developed

within the CBD area they would serve to further strengthen the

downtown*

An experienced merchant rarely would build a store outside

a known market area and stock it with goods in the hope that

this act would in itself attract a market which did not already

exist about . The merchant has historically exploited mar-

kets which already existed and which for one reason or another

were not served satisfactorily. The point is that people

(markets) precede commercial development. This has been no

3 true in .rbor. In early times a central business dis-

trict really ily concentrated e "cial do lent

servi e city. As the growth of the town forced the edges

further away fro-i the doxmtown id as aut les

clogged the streets the bocan: tad obsole. .

Corrective fter in the open spaces on the

edges of t l.thin the center. Thus, today, the

devel t of j of suburban centers have ex-

ploited a poorly serviced ot ar . Now that these suburban

*e been established one must ask how much can a down-

town merchant be expected to invest for a market is al-

ready well serviced elsewhere? And, how much in t <y of

>lic funds can be expected for such a pu »©<

ipality which is responsible to both the city and its suburbs?
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If the downtown merchant begins to compete for his lost market

under the same conditions that existed when he lost it he finds

that he is at great disadvantage. He, by himself, cannot make

the same sweeping changes for efficiency and customer conven-

ience which are the very essence of attractiveness in the subur-

ban shopping centers.

In Ann Arbor the downtown merchant can compete if he will

make a more sophisticated analysis of the market potential. If

he does so he x-rf.ll discover that certain markets are not satis-

fied in suburban conditions. He can compete for a significant

part of the market beoaise suburban commercial centers could

never come close to matching several unique and attractive

features of Ann Arbor 1
s downtown area. This means that the

unique features of the central area of Ann Arbor are going to

have to be carefully scrutinized and the potentials for ex-

ploiting those special qualities made clear to merchants and

public alike. It may be necessary to demonstrate to the com-

munity that a healthy C3D is necessary to a healthy community

so that the people and their elected representatives trill not

only allot-; but will encourage more changes and rovitalization

to take place downtown.

The University of Michigan is growing and all projections

indicate it will continue to grow, perhaps even at an accelera-

ted rate. It is literally on the very edge of Ann Arbor 1 s C3D.

Its perimeters are essentially of a residential or housing na-

ture. In the future more of the area of the city around the

University could serve the growing close-in living needs of the

University faculty, staff and student as x*ell as the related
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special research functions of private corporations. Encouragement

of private initiative to moot this potential might i/ell result

in higher density living facilities such as town houses, apart-

ment toilers, garden-type apartments and hotels surrounding the

CBD area as walls enclosing or defining an area. Office build-

ings or research building complexes among or adjacent to some of

the housing areas appear to be feasible. Threading through this

notxrork of structures would be a system of urban parkways,

squares and/or pedestrian plazas loading to the University and

the CBD facilities. Such changes could result in a new, inte-

ated urban community atmosphere which would be mutually bene-

ficial to all concerned.

Perhaps the CBD's most stable aspect at the moment is the

fact that it is a financial, office and governmental center.

These are all community functions which strongly reinforce the

face that the CUD is truly the geographical center and symbolic

central identity of Ann Arbor. No outly r shopping center can

ever approach this phenomenon. On the basis of these special

functions alone one could rationalize a great effort to improve

all community access routes into the C3D and to instigate a

am to re-affirm the importance of the central city image

in the community as a tdiole.

All existing potentials for the future COD will be forfeited

if an orderly and efficient movement and storage of automobiles

is not made an integral part of the solution. There are elements

of traffic efficiency already existing in Ann Arbor. In many

instances the problem here is one of coordination, of boldly
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connecting; those already established elements and to thereby

exploit their full potential, From the west, approaches to

central area of the city seem to work very well now and will

satisfy future need: . There are three main radials, Miller

(northwest ) , Huron (west), and Liberty (southwest )

•

these streets converge on the CBD they need to connect with

better local circulation to the north and south around the

om the 30uth Packard . th State and :*ain with

od efficiency, .over, Packard might better connect with

lison and then line up with First to continue the easy flo

of traffic bypass! .in St , From the nort , ;rect

and 0eake3 merge to serve as an adequate approach to the CBD,

From such existing features and potentials and within the

limits of economic feasibility it is entirely possible to de-

velop a coordinated scheme of development and redevelopment

which xri.ll lead the CBD to realistic and desirable (and profit-

able) goals in the future*

In many cities the CBD has lost its once dominant economic

lition. To reverse this trend which is also evidenced to

some extent in Ann Arbor something dramatic must be done, A

first step is comprehensive planning* with emphasis on downtown

revitalization, t, after all the objective analyses havo been

made, after the economic potentials and limitations have been

defined, after the traffic solutions have been prescribed, there

remain the questions of the "plus" factors: the added features

which will make the CBD more than just the equal of the suburban

shopping center. It is here that we must add the factor of
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ion to the elements of fact In croati total central

onvironmon .11 be physically and visually stimulate

as well as commercially and professionally attractive.

The mall or parklike pedestrian way has come into the

picture downtown as one such stimulant. A few mall experiments

have included serious attempts to evaluate the effects of the

ellmi;. >n of vehicular traffic, while others have been merely

retail trade . otion schemes of a temporary nature. The ser-

ious experiuents frequently -have led to co -prohensive mall pro-

posals and have been interrelated with other physical improve-

ments such as traffic diversion, improvement of mass transit,

automobile storage, and consolidation of land uses.

Malls have been proposed by many sources in various .

communities. It may be that the idea took hold in Ann Arbor

after a business man visited European cities where automobile

traffic is less critical than in America and where attractive

pedestrian ways have been in use for some time. More likely

the mall idea for Ann Arbor was originated by the planning

staff or by a private consultant.

Tile downtown problem is not confined to new retail

competition. It is also related to the physical limitations of

the CQD and the attitudes of people doing business there.

There are many important factors. One is street patterns.

Business districts developed along streets laid out with no

particular regard for the use of land. Another factor is traf-

fic. Downtown streets have been called upon to handle both

through traffic and that generated by the CBD. A third factor
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is physical deterioration. Jtores in older downtown sections

become obsolete and characteristically have upper floor vacan-

cies. Still another factor is absentee ownershi . Ownership

in the C3D is fragmented while shopping centers often have

only one owner. This is a special problem of develop lent down-

town. It makes necessary a concerted act-Ion by independent

merchants in the business community as a whole, of whom

have long viewed their neighbor . fifth factor

nixed land uses, ".le downtown offices and other commercial

activity may complement retail uses in the same area, other

non-retail activity generates excessive truck traffic, noise and

other detriments to the C . Factor number six is parkin .

Merchants tend to blame their problems on this one factor to

the exclusion of others, A seventh factor is the lack of area

for expansion. Central business districts tend to be confined

to certain narrow limits by residential and other land uses,

A last factor may be appearance. Uncoordinated central areas

have been noticeably 1: , in aesthetic qualitic .

The mall concept, as a physical design assumption,

separates pedestrians and automobiles and will permit new phys-

ical and aesthetic amenities in ';he Cf3D, The concept of an

area set aside for pedestrians is not new, Greek and Roman

dec* milt arcades and covered walks as integral parts of

their public and business places, the a^oras and forums, .my

early-day Net* England villages had central village greens.

Many midwestern county seat towns still have central parks or

courthouse squares surrounded by retail frontage. The typical
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early-day American » orn towns had covered x-zalks to rotect

the people from sun and rain. The effective separation of areas

for the exclusive use of pedestrians was demonstrated by such

urban complexes as Rockefeller Center. After I'orld War II,

tterdara and Coventry rebuilt their devastate- ' it

pedestrians and vehicles were separated, J'all schemes have

been tried more recently in the CBD's of several orican cities:

with considerable success in Kalamazoo and Miami i with less

success in Tole

Where the nail concept has been studies as an int 3d

part of central business districts solvi. and traffic

circulation and where the desi of all the parts of the

mall serve the pedestrian traffic, malls have been successful.

Where malls have been built as a gimmick to draw people to the

area disregard:?. e functions of a mall they have been unsuc-

cessful. It is not merely the plant.' >f trees and flower

but rather tualls are as important a function as the street.

A study of nail fea ity in the Ann Arbor C3D must

consider the Istics of fcha downtoim area and also of

the entire community. 3h a study should include (1) popula-

tion, its size, average and total, income, social characteris-

tics and growth] (2) the quality of merchandising, individually

and collectively; (3) the appearance and obsolescence of stores

and othor building and their structural flexibility; (U-)

circulation of pedestrians, cars, and mass transit vehicles;

(5) economic forces such as wage 01 , iterest rates, ease

of oi:i^ and land costs, (6) merchandising changes and ef-

fects of changes such as supermarkets and self-service stores.
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The Ann Arbor /on all those t>ro'>l^is

conside: study. They seem : the Lbillty of

extensive use of malls in the desi^ ct of the overall

study, Liborty street has from the be£innin{js i Arbor

been the visual symbol of the connection between the city and

university. This street is now to take on the mall treatment.

This involves more than just the clc and the

planting of crass and tre . Demolishion of enlisting buildi.

and tho mo of present functions or establishments some 5^

to 100 feet in various directions may be involved in the ulti-

mo area re**design« ie present street paving and side

will be removed as part of the completely reorganised design of

wa. y relate to store . Continuous concrete ril

will be minimised. In some cases the only concrete area vi

be in the form of a corridor from the former street to the

sh lanti id other arrangements on either side of

the wal . Pe: the use of the "morl" cone .11 be I

ployed in some eases* ' ;.':" La a m over an open area

which may be filled with a pool of water. A concrete ribbon

abutt' :. establishment is not necessary nor is it even

desirable in many locations. There arc loan oompanies« dry

cleaners, diaper services, and similar functions which have no

use for windov; display. Their immediate are it be ^n

aroa of imaginative design and aesthetic realization of nature

which enhances tho total downtown atmosphere.

There are a ^reat many idfferent types of land uses alo

this (Liberty) street. To complicate matters more there are

many ownerships of land and ?rty in the area. The mall
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here may '

. ;iful "dream ,y

nev j of i ontat , it it is

nonetheless rec ided • Cinal solatio
(

-so proposed LI fr Xliam street

north to Huron street. This involves r. : ,ancc

than the Liber t mall and has pe best chance to

;e» The Liberty otreet mall c r irity in

the s f the BCBD F t- »st

ad for guidifl itions of future devel

raento. I ain ' cone to .rs

in the futur . Ion for

j-oet arrowing; of >';roet b. e 12 feet and the

plant: f trees in tlii ; area L 'nation of

from th . - will be accomplish le

onsion .rd Stroot to First street to '% the

round t

The objectives of tl ttral Business District 3tudy is

to make it ficient 3t

, \ttractivo ft* to she
,

to '-versified activities within this area an^ to

one its in t ' fch an eye to str ien

and raise ' .pal tax base. Ke:
'

^ octives in

mind t and T.iamber iraerc, In the re-

development of the Ann Arbor

Tiie v. or of CJommorce will be ' anization which will

:>to the physical aspects of the -final design solution.

Close coordination beti^een the mercliants and the Chamber of
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Commerce will bo e .^al c

-at also in the odueating of

id fttt ods« In the final analysis

it will be a jo' ffort on I rt of all the i .sted

>le in the CB3 to work t

and prosperity of the central business distri

The city, its Capital , -11

be able to initiate Irst st \ idj%

city's effort the par .; of

streets can begin in t

of finane . ly

nay be limited tc Is time,

Ann Arbor's phi -oy

1 fin; Ltg It 4
.rj extremely doubtful that ra-

nt raon • Lll be uso .

Ann Arbor 9 Central ess District to dat„ be

considered, in comparisoi y other ';., on the I 1 a

relatively sound arc . Th pre^: re*

modeling of old and thi will continue.

However the important factor v:' - k not be overlooked is

bment store plus some dramatic and exciti

Laoe* In all probability e

Sears or a Federal Department Store will be built downtown* It

then appears that Ann Arbor' 111 matori most

successful effort and the Central 3usine3s Di strict Jtudy was

money well spent.
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ANN CENT U3INESS DIST '0

No. J No. :

of i of t ?1 o o

~

led
Est, i o .: aseroent list, f l*. tup >cr fl. t Total

111 10 . , - , , ,

...j^ 3oodi Jl 5 , LI ,800 5»100 ,;,^0

Outlets 3^ 280 8,300 99,100 18,700 126,850

RETAIL STORE TOTAL 206 18^9 222,200 519,800 210,600 95^,820

Personal Services ^9 278 15,900 60,200 26,*K)0 102,790

Repair Services 15 70 10,900 38,700 2,700 52,560

RETAIL SERVICE
t^'Il 6k 3 :

. . >100 15^*350

1

Employees.
1961 Fi -;ory.

GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE EXCLUDING RETAIL SALi .

ANN . .^ BUSINE

No. : No. :

of : of :

Est. : omp. : Basement :lsk fl. ;ur)er fl. t Total

teci ,

Hotels, etc. 11 11^ 13,200 37,600 73.500 12^,330

Industrial 57 921 76,000 U*S,lK)0 1^1,900 365,850

Residential 333 220,900 315,300 32l*,200 853,620

Miscellaneous l6l 126 208,600 115,^00 176,800 500,880

TOTAL EXCLUDING
L .- i O.X4

BUSINESS CENTI[ . 1

5 31; 6^2,300 J53.200 1,003,200 , ,500

1086 5335 891,300 l,U8l,900 1,2^2,900 3,611,670
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ANN ARBOH CENTRAL -U ..

ST

of :

• :

of
5

Floor ocr
-

31, Boo
xotal

Shoppers Goods 63 52? 62,100 , 2 ^,490

Convenience Goods 21 248 14,300 1 ™ 6,100 76,160

Other Retail
clets 102 57,900 , 60,020

^ STC lAL 92 76,400 222,180 40,200 3^3,670

.'sonul Services 32 131 8, boo 22,700 8,200 39,570

Hep erviceii 4 6 700 700 1,330

rbTAL 36 137 8,800 23,400 ,000 4o , 900

OUTAGE EXCLUDING RETAIL SALES.
ANN CENTRAL BUS DISTRICT 1060

STA^E STRBBT BUSINESS CENT;

m
: No. :

: of 1 :

'j jj o;..i
n
xled_o:

Est. : emp. : Basement :1st. fl. : Upper fl. :

Office Total 92 377 22,500 28,200 50,700 101,100

7,400 33,500 IX, 52,100

13,100 13,700 16,500 43,150

76,100 97,600 132,000 ,^00

47,500 TL,500 28,900 107,

207 577 166,600 204,500 239,400 610,070

5 335 1591 251.800 450,080 , 100 994,640

recreation,
Hotels, etc. 5 54

Industrial 8 101

Residential

Miscellaneous 23 45

TOTAL EXCLUDING



Major streets in CBD

CENTRAL BUSINESS AREA

Limits of C3D

ANN ARBOR CITY PLANKING DEPARTMENT SKSV"



PLATE III FUTURE GENERAL LAND USE

CENTRAL BUSINESS AREA INN ANSON CITY PLANNING 0EP4NTMCNT
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PLATE VII

1980 TWO-WAY LANE DEFICIENCIES

Based on 500 V. P. II./lane
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PLATE VIII

CBD ORIENTED 1980 DESIRES
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PLATE IX

SUKL1RY 01? C3D 1980 DEFICIENCIES
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PLATE XI

CORE AREA ORIENTED 1980 DESIRES
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Over the y l led until it coverod
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University student but has been, throu s #
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